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- r---------------~--------------------------Young Wild West and the Mad Mexican
OR, ARIETIA'S WARNING SHOT
By AN OLD SCOUT
CHAPTER ! .-Young Wild West Promi~es To
Find the Mad Mexican.

for excitement and adventure, and as they loved
the outdoor life, and were greatly benefited by it,
the fact that Anna acted as a chaperon for the·m
It was a sultry afternoon, and not a person made it possible for Arietta· and Eloise to be memcould be seen -on the sandy thoroughfan~ that was bers of the party.
called a street, which 1·an between a collection of
Lying a short distance from. the two white tents
adobe houses and shanties in the extreme south- was Wing Wah, the cook, sound asleep; while
ern part of Arizona, very close to the Mexican right in front of the larger of the tents Hop Wah,
'border. San Bana was the name of this place, and his brother, was busy manufacturing crac),:ers and
a very lazy sort of little village it was. Most of other fireworks. The two Chinamen were known
the inhabitants were Mexicans, but the U . S. Gov- as the serv.ants of Young Wild West and his
ernment had established a temp-orary army post friends, and Wing acted as the cook and Hop as
there for the purpose of aiding the Mexican ru- the handy man, as well as a sort of entertainer,
rales to prevent smuggling, and bring the guilty he being a very clever sleight-of-hand performer,
parties to justice. Young Wild West and his and very fond of practical joking. An oppressive
friends had entered the village just before noon silence hung over the camp just then. But sudthat day, and had pitched their eamp in the shade denly the sounds of voices came to the ears of
of some palms at a distance of probably a hun- Young Wild West, and he instantly arose to his
dred yards from the "American Tavern," the only feet. Somebody was approaching the camp. Foott)ling in the way of a hotel in San Bana. So much falls could be heard, too, and the eyes of all save
nas be-en written and told about Young Wild West, those of the sleeping cook were turned in the dithe Boy Hero and Champion Deadshot of the rection they came from. The next moment two
West, that an introduction is scarcely necessary. men -came throu-gh the bushes, walking straight to
His great skill as a marksman and his wonder- the camp. One was an army officer, and the other
ful coolness and excellent judgment had caused a middle-aged Me-xican of a somewhat distinhim to be looked upon as something above the guished apppearance.
"Pardon me, ladies and gentlemen," said the
average of the men and boys of that section, and
with his two partners, Cheyenne Charlie, the ex- army officer, as he came to a stop and bowed pogovernment scout, and Jim Dart, a Wyoming boy litely to the inmates of the little camp. "I am
of undoubted courage and skill, ha had performed sorry to disturb you at this time of day, but my
many daring and reckless feats, and had figured friend was so insistent that I was forced to give
in all sorts. of daring adventures. As our story way to his wishes. If there are no objections we
opens Young Wild West was lying upon the grass should like to talk with Young Wild West a few
under a thick-branched tree, the leaves of which minutes."
grew so close together as to shut off the rays of
"There are none whatever, captain," the young
the hot sun effectually. Near him sat Cheyenne deadshot answered, as he recognized the rank of
Charlie, his back against another tree and his the speaker by his uniform. "What is your pleasure?" .
. eyes half closed from drowsiness. ·
Jim Dart had thrown off the lazy feeling some"l will first introduce myself, Young Wild West,
how, and he was busy sharpening his hunting- for I take you to be that gentleman. I am Samuel
knife. The girls had sought the sechision of their A. Carr, captain of Company B, United States
tent, the sides of which had been drawn up to per- regulars."
mit what air there .was stirring to pass through
"Glad to meet you, captain. Well, I am Young
and make it as cool as -possible. Right here it will Wild West, at your service."
be well to state that the "girls," as our hero and
"I take pleasure in i,_ntroducing you to Senor
his partners always called them, were Arietta Juan Vegas, Young Wild--West," resumed the offiMurdock, a golden-haired miss; who had been born cer, as he turned to the Mexican, and then to the
and reared in the Wild West, and who was gener- boy.
ally known as Young Wild West's sweetheart;
"Glad to meet- you, senor," replied Wild, and
Anna, the wife of Cheyenne Charlie, and Eloise then he accepted the hand of the man. Then he
Gardner, a pretty brunette of seve-nteen, who was quickly introduced his partners and the girls.
the sweetheart of Jim Dart. For two or three
There was a worried look on the Mexican's face,
y_ears the three had been traveling about with and he watched the captain as though he was
Young Wild West and his partne'l'S on their quest.I! anxious for him to say something. Captain Carr
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noticed this, and clearing his throat, he nodded to
our hero and said:
"Can we have a few words in private with you,
Young- Wild West?"
"Certainly," was the reply, "though I am sure
there is nothing in the way of business that you
can talk about that I would want to keep from my
partners and the girls."
"I would rather you would hear what we have
to say alone. Then you can inform your friends
as you see fit."
"Well, Captain Carr, you shall have your way
about it. Suppose we walk to that little grove
over there? I reckon it is about as cool there as
anywhere else, and you can then take your time
in telling me your business with me."
Both the officer and the Mexican bowe'd politely
to the rest, and then they followed the boy to the
little grove he had mentioned, which was probably
a couple of hundred feet from the camp. Wild
calmly took a seat under a tree.
"Young Wild West," began the officer, as the
two took seats near the young deadshot, "Senor
Vega, who is quite a wealthy hidalgo, living just
across the border in the picturesque little village
you no doubt have seen , has met with a great misfortune,"
Then, while our hero listened intently, he told
how the beautiful daughter of Senor Vegas had
been abducted by his own brother, who had but
recently escaped from an asylum, where he had
been confined as a hopeless madman. Though
there had never been a cause for it, the Mad Mexican, as he was called by those who knew him, had
taken a savage dislike for his brother, and as
there was much craftiness in connection with his
madness, the beautiful young senorita had been
abducted in a spirit of revenge for the seeming
wrongs done him by his brother. Senor Vegas,
being a friend of the captain, had besought him
to lend his aid in the search for his daughter, since
he had reason to believe that the madman had
taken her upon American territory, and was hiding
her somewhere in the vicinity of San Bana. A
two days' search followed, but no traces were
found of the senorita and her mad abductor, and
so it was that Captain Samuel A. Carr had decided to invoke the aid of Young Wild West, after
having learned that he was in town. Wild listened
to all that both men had to say, and he was well
convinced that the story was true, in the main
part anyhow. Whether or not the Mad Mexican
had 'cause to make him seek revenge upon his
brother was a thing he could not decide upon just
then. The young deadshot remained in silence for
a full minute after the recital of the story, and
then, looking at Senor Vegas keen!:\', he said: .
"Well sir I assui-e you that I will help you m
this cas~. i have no doubt that we will be able
to find your daughter for you, if she is still living,
and bring her back to you. We have undertaken
harder tasks than this, and have accomplished
them, too. Captain, you have it from me that I
wili do what I can."
"Thank you, Young Wild West," was the niply,
while the senor simply nodded, for he was too full
for utterance just then. No doubt the joy at having found one who had made such_a reputatio~ at
hunting down lawless bands of whites and Indians
to take up his case made him fee1 happy in the

thought that his daughter would be saved. Our
hero looked at his watch.
"I think we will start out to find the trail of the
Mad Mexican this very afternoon," he said. "I
know Cheyenne Charlie and Jim Dart will be only
too willing to go with me. But I would like to+
have all the particulars I can get.''
"There is little more that can be told, senor,"
answered the Mexican, shaking his head and looking very g1·ave.
"Well, why do you think your crazed brother
brought your daughter to American territory?"
"He mentioned in the note he left that he would
take her out of Mexico, and that I would never
see her alive again.''
"Ah! I see. Was the note written intelligently?"
"Not very. But I almost instantly made enough
of it to understand that he had accomplished his
desire for revenge.''
"Revenge, eh? And you say he had no cause to
hate you?"
"No.''
"Nothing ever occurred to make him ha.ve an
ill-feeling toward you?"
"Well," and the· senor brightened up a little,
"if he had any such fe'elings toward me they were
unwarranted. Years ago we married two women
-sisters, and bo.th very beautiful, Senor Wild .
West. My brother's bride was killed on her wedding day by the bullet of an assassin, who had
Leen a suitor for her hand. He was promptly
caught, and in due time suffered the penalty of
the law. Then it was that my brother first became
mad. It has increased upon him until now he is
a hopeless case. Sometimes he is quite rational1
however, and then he is always good and kina
to me."
1
"Is your wife living?"
"Yes. She is prostrated at the unexpected loss
of our daughter, senor.''
"All right, Senor Vegas; you can depend on it
that I will do my best in this case. It is a rather
peculiar state of affairs, and that makes me all
the more anxious to catch the Mad Mexican. Go
home and calm your wife as best you can. By
this time to-morrow we may have tidings."
The hidalgo thanked the boy with tears in his ,
eye,;.
"You put me greatly in mind of a detective,
Young Wild West," the army officer said, with a
smile, as th·ey started to go back to the village.
"You certainly have re·ached the bottom of the
whole affair, which is more than I thought of trying to do.''
"Well, I don't know how detectives go about
their work. But I do know that it is always good
to find the motive, even if the1·e is a madman in
the case.''
The two men now left the grove and wended
their way slowly to the sleepy village. Wild
quickly joined his partners and the girls at the
c&mp.
"Well, Wild, what was it all about?'• Arietta
asked. "We have been waiting anxiously to hear.
I suppose the1·e is some mystery in it, is there ~not?"
"Well, not so very much of a mystery, Et," was
the reply.
Then he sat down and related the whole story
as briefly as possible.
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"When are yer goin' ter set out on this hunt,
"There was somebody over to ther camp ter see
Wild?" Cheyenne Charlie asked eagerly, for he him not long ago, wasn't there?"
was always anxious and ready for some dangerous
"Lat light. Ley comee to shakee hands with
or mysterious undertaking.
um Champion Deadshot, so be."
"Right away, Charlie," was the reply.
"I reckon they went there fer somethin' more
.-e
"Good!"
than that. But it ain't likely you know anything
"Are you ready, Jim?"
_
about it," and the landlord arose from tJhe bench
"Oh, yes," Dart answered.
and followed his customer inside.
"Well,· we'll go out for a ride around, then. I
"Me likee havee lillee dlink of tanglefoot," said
reckon the ,g irls will be safe enough here until Hop, as he looked at the row of bottles on the
sunset. They are pretty well able to , take . care shelf behind the bar.
of themselves if anything happens, anyhow."
"All right, I reckon yer kin have it," the landIt did not take OUl' hero and his two partners lord answered, as he placed a glass on the counlong- to saddle their horses, and then, assuring the ter, and then felt among the bottles until he found
girls that they would be back by the time the sun one that was about half full.
~et, they mounted and rode off up the mountain
"Lis goodee tanglefoot ?" Hop asked, as he look11ide, trusting to luck to find a clue to the where- ed at the bottle doubtingly.
abouts of the Mad Mexican. But Wild had deter"I reckon it's about as good as yer kin git in
mined to find him, and that meant that he was these here parts. Are yer a jedge of good liquor?"
surely guing to bring all his skill in woodcraft
"Me velly goodee judge, so be."
into play.
"Well, maybe I've got some here that might
suit yer a little better, then. How is this?" and
he brought forth another bottle.
CHAPTER II.-Hop Wah Goes to the San Bana
''.Lat allee light," nodded the Chinaman, smiling
Inn.
blandly. "Me tly lat.''
This bottle was nearly full, and after the ChinaIt was less than an hour after Young Wild West man had poured out his drink he placed it upon
and his partners left the camp when a cooling the bar in an offhanded way and then quickly drew
breeze sprang up. Hop Wah no sooner felt the his big yellow handkerchief and placed it over it.
effects of it than he arose to his feet, and, looking
"What did yer do that for, heathen?"
• at the gids, said:
"Me wantee showee you nicee lillee tlick, so be."
"Me likee takee lillee walke-e, so be. Me no be
Then Hop swallowed the contents of the glass
gone velly muchee long."
and passed the man a silver dollar in payment for
"All right," Arietta answered. "It is a wonder the same. He got his change, and dropping it in
you did not leave as soon as Wild went away. I his pocket he gave a nod and said:
•
know you are anxious to ge-t some place where
"You knowee how much tanglefoot in lat botliquor is sold and where you can gamble."
tle?"
"You makee velly muchee mistakee, Missy Ali"I reckon I do," was the reply. "There's only
etta," the Chinaman declared, putting on an in- be-en two drinks took out of it 'cept ther one you
jured air. "Me velly goodee Chinee; me no wantee jest had. It must be putty nigh full." ·
gittee dlunk and play cards."
Hop shook his head.
''Well, all right, then," and the girl turned to
"Only lillee bit of tanglefoot in um bottle, and
Anna and Eloise and smiled.
me allee samee takee allee."
Then all three laughed, for Hop's manner had
The landlord looked surprised.
changed all of a sudden, and he stood as meek as
"Well, I know better than that,
I always
a lamb. Waiting to hear no more, the Celestial looks in ther bottle when I hand 'cause
it out. That's
left the camp and headed straight for the hotel, ther way I keep count of things. I wouldn't put
fnn, or tavern, as it might be called, though it a bottle out afore a customer that only had enough
really was anything but an inviting public house. for one drink in it."
The boniface was a good-natured man, past middle
"Me no helpee lat. Me bettee you five·e dollee
~ge, and he sat on a l~mg, narrow bench on the
lat um bottlee gottee no tanglefoot in it, so be."
porch as Hop came UJJ.
''Yer will, eh? Well, heathen, I reckon I'll take
"Velly niceeday, so b'll," said Young Wild West's
clever Chinee, as he walked up and bowed politely that bet. I'm as much of a sport as you are, an'
I'll soon show yer how you've made a mistake."
to the man.
"Lat allee light," and Hop quietly slipped a five
"That's right, heathen," was the reply. !'It's
gittin' better every minute, for that breeze is sor- dollar gold piece upon the bar.
The proprietor of the tavern was not long in
ter drivin' away ther heat. Say, you're one of
covering the money.
Young Wild West's heathens, ain't yer?"
"Now, then, heathen," he said, with a grin "I
"Lat light; me allee samee velly smartee Chireckon you'll be surprised. Jest take that handnee too, so be."
"Well, if yer are, yer don't look it. Another kerchief off ther bottle."
"Allee light," and Hop quickly did as directed.
thing if a feller is a little smart it don't sou-nd
As the landlord looked at the bottle the grjn
good fer him ter say so. That's what I -calls bragslowly left his face, and a look of blank amazegin'"
0
:it're gottee uncle in China whattee velly muchee ment showed there instead. There was not a drop
of liquor in it!
amartee, and me allee samee likee my uncle."
"Great ginge'r!" exclaimed the landlord, as he
"How long is Young Wild West goin' ter stay
in San Bana ?" queried the landlord, not paying picked up the bottle and tipped it sidewise. "I
any attention to the last remark of the Chinaman. reckon you was right, heathen. But I don't see
how that could be, 'cause I'm willin', ter swear
"Maybe thlee, four days, so be."
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that it was putty nigh full when I put it on ther
bar."
"You makee lillee mistakee, so be," said Hop,
as he coolly picked up the money that lay on the
bar and caused it to disappear into one of his
pockets.
The landlord now turned the bottle upside down,
but not a drop came from it. He never once suspected a trick being played up_on him, even t_hough
the clever Chinee had told him he was gomg- to
show him a nice little trick. The fact was that
when Hop brought the handkerc~ ie~ from _under
his coat he had an empty bottle with it, and 1t was
easy for him to possess himself of the nearly full .
bottle and put the empty one in its place on the
bar. This was an old trick of Hop's, and he had
practiced it many times with great success. Anyhow the landlord was out five dollars and a goodly
qua~tity of liquor, and Hop ~as in that much.
While the proprieto r waa studymg over what had
happened two horsemen rode up t<? the doo_r and
dismounte d. He at once turned his attention to
them, leaving the Chim,man standing before the
roughly built counter. As the two entered• the
place Hop sized them up quickly, though he appeared to be very childish and innocent as he
·
leaned against the bar.
"Hello, Jack! Hello, Ped!o!" said the landlord,
smiling pleasantl y _at them. "I reck?n yer must
have importan t busmess on hand ter ride over here
at this time of ther day. How have yer been?''
"Fine Barley," the man in the blue shirt answered 'with something like a grin on his face.
• "Me ad• Pedro allowed that we would ride over an'
see if there was anythint? goin' on he-re. You
know what our game is, of course." .
"Oh yes· I happen ter know that you're two
of the~ best card sharps in this pa'I't of ther country," and Barley, as he was called, nodded in a
knowing way. "You're always on ther lookout for
strangers so yer kin git a. chance ter fleece 'em
out at dr~w poker, or some other kind of game.
Well there ain't no stranjfers here except Young
Wiltl'Wes t an' his friends, who are camped a little
ways back of here. This Chinaman belongs ter
Young Wild West's party."
At the mention of our hero's name -Jack Chapman, the man jn the blue shirt, gave a start, and
looked intently at the landlord as he spoke.
"Young Wild West is here, is he?" Jack asked,
and then he turned his gaze upon the Chinaman .
"You allee samee knowee Young Wild West?"
Hop asked.
"No, I don't know him," was the reply, "but I've
heard somewha t about him. What's he doin' here,
anyhow? "
"He no do anythling ," and Hop shook his head
and looked at him very innnocent ly.
That's what I
'What brought him here?
mean."
"He allee samee lide here on his horse, so be."
"Don't talk to da Chinee, Jack," said the Mexican just then. "We come a~here for a drink."
"That's right, Pedro," was the reply. "We'll
have ther drink right away. Come, Barley, put
out ther pizen."
Pedl'O looked relieved, and he was not long in
pouring a glassful of the fiery liquid that was set
before him. He swallowed it at a single gulp, and
.i.an 1-,,. wallt"il lei.cmrelv t.o a table and sat down.

"You likee havee lillee dlink? Me likee tleat
you and you fliend,'' said Hop.
It was wonderfu l to see how quickly the Mexican, who had acted in such a lazy fashion before,
- l.
leaped to his feet, and hastened to the bar.
"Well, I reckon we kin drink with yer, heathen,"
the bad man, for such he was, answered. "Put out
ther pizen, Barley."
Bal'ley had just placed the bottle behind the bar,
but he was not long in handing it out again. Hop
joined them in drinking, and then paid the bill.
Jack Chapman now walked over to the table where
his greaser companio n had already reseated himself, and prepared to take things easy. He lighted a pipe, while Pedro coolly rolled a cigarette and
got a light from the same match.
"You likee play lillee gamee dlaw pokee?" Hop
asked, suddenly.
Jack shot a glance at his companio n, who siniled
and nodded his head.
"It takes money ter play draw poker, heathen,"
the former observed, as he dropped his glance to
the Celestial's feet, and then slowly raised it until
he reached the top of his head.
"Me gottee plenty money," and to show that he
had, the Chinaman put his hands in his pockets
ai:id drew them forth filled with gold and silver
coins.
As he droppped the money back again he smilingly produced a big fat wallet, and opened it.
This was full of greenback s and banknotes .
"I reckon you kin play poker, all right, heathen," said Chapman , in as pleasant a voice as he
could speak just then. "Come on, we'll have a
three-han ded game."
"Allee light,'' answered Hop, showing his pleasure. "Me likee play velly muchee."
"Give me two hundred dollars' worth of chips,
an' sort them out, Barley,'' said Jack as he drew
forth a buckskin bag and produced the money.
"Me takee two bundled dollee worth, too,'' said
Hop blandly, as he handed the money to the landlo1·d.
Pedro said nothing, nor did he offer to produce
any money, but when Hop saw Chapman hand him
half of the chips he smiled and observed:
"You allee samee play partners, so be?"
"Pedro is a friend of mine,'' explained the bad
man. ;'When he ain't got no money I help him
out, an when I ain't got none he helps me out. I
recko~ that don't say that we're goin' ter be partners m ther game. I would jest as lief win his
money as anybody else's, if he had any. If he
loses in this game he'll owe me the money an'
he'll pay it to me some time, you kin bet •dause
'
Pedro is honest, ain't you, Pedro?"
verra
"Me
reply.
the
came
"Dat right, Jack,''
honest man."
It was just then that two soldiers entered the
place, one of them bearing the insignia of a cor- •
poral.
"Hello!" exclaimed the latter. "A game of
poker, eh? I guess we are just in time."
"Co~e 1:ight on, boys," Chapman answered , his
face hghtmg up. "We'll make it a five-hande d
l!'ah1e.''
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myself. It was in Kansas where I was found so
I might call that State my birthplace."
'
. "Quite a ~ad story," and Walter Evans shook
his head. "So the Indians killed your parents,
Young Wild West and his partner$ were simply eh?"
going it blind, so to speak, when they left the
"Yes, and I've always felt sore against that race
camp to go in search of the Mad Mexican. The ever since."
three rode along for nearly half an hour, keeping
"Did you meet many people in your travels
straight away from the camp all the while. They thus far?"
suddenly came upon a wagon trail that wound its
. "Very few. We had quite an experience the
way to the very high ground above. This trail was mght before last, though-a mysterious affair I
used quite a lot, as the wagon ruts and hoofprints should say."
'
indicated. They turned upon the trail, and rode
"Is that so?" and Wild now- thought that he
along but a short distance when they heard some- was on the right track.
one coming. Wild threw up his hands as a signal
"Yes, it had just grown dark, and Dun~e, as I
to his partners, and at once brought his sorrel call
my man, because he really is a sort of dunce,
stallion, Spitfire, down to a walk. The next min- was
just putting out the fire w~ had used to cook
ute they came in sight of a rather handsome young our _supper
when a rather la1·ge man-a
man, who was riding horseback, while behind him Mexican he with,
before us, waving a
came a very stout Mexican, rather short in stat- club that waswas--appeared
full of sharp knots over his head.
ure, who ,vas mounted upon a mule.
His eyes were staring, and he growled
a wild
"Hello!" called out the stranger, as he brought beast. Dunce gave a cry and ran forlike
the tent.
his horse to a halt and looked at the three with But as I am not a coward, I quickly drew
my reundisguised pleasure. "How far are we from San volver and pointed it at the intruder. He did
not
Bana ?"
attempt to come any closer, but
waving his
"A little over five miles, I reckon," Wild an- club a few times he disappearedafter
in the bushes.
swered, as he quickly sized up the fellow and came We tried hard to find him, but it was
of no avail.
to the conclusion that he was all right. "You look _ I consider that rather a mysterious
occurrence
as though you are retu1·ning from a qunting trip." don't you?"
'
"That's right," was the reply. "I've been out
"Rather," admitted our hero, shaking his head.
nearly a week with my guide. It has been great "Where was this-about how far
from here I
sport I have had, too, I assure you.'!
mean?"
'
"I reckon you don't live around these parts,"
"How far would you call it, Dunce?" and the
Wild observed, with a smile.
"Oh, _no. I com.e from Tucson, but," and he young hunter turne·d to the peon.
"Just about twenty miles from here-over dat
shrugged his shoulders, "I have hot livetl there
very longheither. I came on from Baltimore about way," the Mexican answered, as he pointed out
two mont s ago to engage in the mining business the direction.
"Yes, I guess that's about right," and Evans
with an uncle of mine. He advised me to get acquainted with the country before I started in to gave a nod of approval.
"Did you look for the strange Mexican the next
do any real work, and I have been traveling about
the country ever since then. I am rapidly getting morning?" Wild asked, while Charlie and Jim lisused to this climate, and I am sure I will like it tened with great attention, for they knew now
here. But I may as well tell you who I am. My that they had struck a clue as to the whereabouts
of the Mad Mexican they we1'e in search of.
name is ·walter Evans."
. "Yes, I spent nearly two hours in looking for
"Oh, I am pleased to know you. I am Young
Wild West, and these gentlemen are Cheyenne him. I saw the prints of his feet, which must be
large ones, for the prints were easily two inches
Charlie and Jim Dart."
Wild nodded to each as he' gave the introduc,,, longer than those my foot makes. I haven't such
tion. Walter Evans promptly dismounted and small feet, either,'' and Evans laughed. "But" he
stepped forward and shook hands with the three. went on, "the footprints were soon lost, sine~ the
"I was very much struck with admiration when ground was so hard and stony that they could no
I -first set eyes upon you fellows," he declared. longer show. We remained in camp the· next
"You struck me as being the real thing, if I may night on purpose to see if our strange visitor
so speak, in the line of Westerners. I know you would return, but he did not show up."
"It was the night before last, then?"
are natives of this part of the country."
"Yes, and we remained there last night. This
"Well, not exactly this part of it," and Wild
laughed. "Our native place is quite a ways to the morning we did a little shooting and then broke
north. We were all born in Wyoming-at least camp and started for San Bana, which Dunce told
Charlie and Jim were. But I Ji.ave lived there me was not so very far away."
ever since I can remember. I can't tell exactly
Wild looked at his watch. It was three o'clock
what State I was born in, you see."
and since his informants had told him that th~
·
"Is that so?" and Evans looked surprised.
spot where the Mad Mexican had been seen was
"My parents were murdered by redskins when I not more than ten miles away, he decided to ride
was but an infant," went on Wild, who somehow in that direction and have a look around.
took a great liking to the young man and felt like
"W_ell," said he, nodding to the hunter, "you
giving a brief outline of his history. "I was found ca!1 nde on down to San Bana. We will meet you
lying near a burned cabin where they resided by this afternoon. We are out for a little ride. The
a party of hunters, one of whom was named West. chances are we will go over to where you were
He adopted me and took me with him to Wyom- camped and look for your strange visitor. But
ing. But he soon died, and then I had to shift for say, Mr. Evans, I wish you would say nothing
CHAPTER III.-Wild ari'd His Partners Are In
Luck.
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about that occurrence when you reach the villao-e"
· <;,Certainly not, if you wish it that way, Young
Wild West. But why do you say that?"
"WeU, I'll tell you. It apppears that a crazed
Mexican has abducted his brother's daughter, who
lives over in Mexico. This happened three days
ago, and when her father called upon us with an
officer named Captain Carr this afternoon, and
asked me to try and find the girl, I assured him
that I would. That is our mission now, and I am
very glad we met you, for you have given us a
clue. As I want to have the credit of recovering
the girl, I hope you will say nothing of this.
Now, then, I reckon you understand.''
"I certainly do, Young Wild West," and Evans
promptly seized the boy's hand and shook it
warmly. "You can rest assured that I will say
nothing of the occurrence whatever. I hope you
will find t he Mad Mexican, as you call him, and
restore the young lady to her parents. However,
I would like to assist you, if you have no objec'
tions."
"Wait until to-morrow; then I will tell you
just how we make out to-day. If we have failed
to find the crazed man I assure you that you may
accompany us to-morrow when we set out again.''
The hunter appeared to be delighted, and insisted on shaking hands with the young deadshot
again. Then he mounted his horse, and waving
an adieu to our friends, started on his way down
the mountain-side, followed by the short, fat
peon, who certainly made a comical appearance,
1·iding upon his long-eared mount.
"Well, boys," said Wild, as they rode along at
a canter, "I reckon we are in luck. I knew it
would happen that way-at least I felt it would.
Now, then, I am of the opinion that by to-morrow
night we will find the Mexican and get the beautiful senorita away from him, and restore her to
her parents."
There was no trouble in following the trail the
hunter and his companions had made, and when
they came to the spot where it branched off from
the rocky trail our friends were able to proceed at
a good gait. Now and then the trail was lost,
because of the flinty ground. But they invai-iably pi 1ked it up each time. They continued on
their way, and at length reached the spot where
the hunter had been camped. Then they dismounted, and began to make a search about the
place on f4t>t. It was not long before they found
the footprfuts spoken of by Evans, and when
Charlie measured his foot with one of them he
shook his head and grinned.
"I· reckon that crazy greaser has got a foot
somewhat bigger than· mine, boys. Jest look
there."
YThat's right, Charlie," our hero answered.
"That makes it all the easier for us to follow his
trail. Now, then, we'll see what luck we can
have in following the footprints. Evans does not
know exactly how to do such things, for he has
n~ver had much experience in that line, I reckon.''
Leaving their horses standing under some
trees, they followed the footprints. Those made
by the hunter and the peon could be seen here and
there, too, but there was no mistaking them for
the giant prints of the Mad Mexican. The tracks
we1·e soon lost, however, and then it fell to the
lot of Wild and his partners to pick them up

again. They spread out and picked their way
through the shrubbery and among the trees, and
after about ten minutes they came upon the
tracks again. Now and then they were lost, but
they always managed to pick them up again. At
length they came to the foot of a steep cliff, which
must have been just about a mile from the spot
where' they had left their horses.
As Wild was about to take a step forward
toward a mass of rock that was covered with
hanging vines, footsteps sounded to the left of
him. Turning his eyes in that direction, he saw
the object of their search. It was unquestionably
the Mad Mexican, for the wide-open eyes turned
fiercely upon the intruders indicate that quite
plainly. Brandishing a club of exactly the description Walter Evans had given of it, the fellow
uttered an angry snarl and then made a move as
though to dash toward them.
"Look out, boys," said Wild, coolly. "Don't let
him hit you with that club. We will try and catch
•
him."
'rhen they made a rush to meet him, but divining their intention the Mad Mexican turned and.
uttering a maniacal laugh, quickly disapppeared
in the shrubbery.
CHAP7'ER IV.-Walter Evans Witnesses An Exciting Game.
Walter Evans and his peon continued on their
way without a halt, and it was not very long before they reached the village of San Bana. It
was only natural that the young man should seek
the inn to put up at, so he rode up to it and dismcun1 ed. It happened that the game of draw
poker was just about to start as Evans entered
the place, and when he saw the proprietor was too
much interested in what was going on at the table
t<; pay any particular attention to him, he moved
over and became a spectator. A new pack of
cards had 1been supplied the players, and the corporal had won the deal. Hop sat on his left, so
he put. up the ante, which was a chip to the value
of one dollar. As the private had declared that
he was -0nly going to lose fifty dollars, it had been
decided that it should be a limit game, with one
dollar as the ante and five for the highest bet.
It was a rather peculiar assortment of gamblers
that Walter Evans now looked upon, and he could
not help but take good notice of the scene. Twe>
men belonged to the U. S. army, a Mexican attired in his gaudy colors, a typical Westerner,
and a heathen Chinee. It certainly was quite a
combination! He was quite a student of human
nature, and it did not take him long to decide that
two of the players were of the Unprincipled sort.
These he picked out to be Jack Chapman and
Pedro the greaser, which showed that he made
no mistake. The corporal had dealt the cards by
this time, and l{fter casting a casual glance at the
s'.ranger behi:nd him, he picked up his hand and
looked at it. Whether he had done so intentionally or not was hard to tell, but he held the four
aces of the pack, and the deuce of spades. But
Evans soon found that the player was as much
surprised as he was, so he decided that it was an
accident. All hands came in on the ante, and the
draw wa-s made. Hop did not possess a pair, but
he asked for one card. The fact was that the
clever Chinee had no ide·a of winning the first pot.
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show, since he was pretty certain that the game
was being played on the level. But he bet but two
dollars, doing so to fool his oppponents, so to
speak. Pedro promptly lifted it to five. Then the
private, who held out a pair of sevens, having
failed to better his hand in the draw, dropped out.
The corporal did likewise, since he had nothing
worth while. Hop had drawn one card, of course,
and this gave Chapman and the greaser to understand that he had either been trying to fill a full
hand, or was trying to fill a flush. The Chinaman
pondered over his hand for a few seconds, and
then he raised it five. After having made the bet
he looked at the corporal sharply and said:
"Whattee um two pair beatee ?"
"One pair," was the quick reply.
"Allee light. Two pair velly ·muchee goodee
hand, so be."
The greaser cast a knowing look at his partner, for he had drawn another king, making him
hold four of them. Chapman raised up the limit,
and. so did the Mexican. Then Hop, after again
winnel'.
He put up the necessary amount, and with a hesitating, made it five better. It went on
around this way again, and Hop looked at the
nod of satisfaction, Chapman did likewise.
"Well, me s'pose it will have to be a call, den," corporal as though he would like to ask him a
said the g:reaser, as he pushed forward the money. question, but did not do so.
"Me makee fivee more, so be," he declared, as
"What you got, senor?"
"Well, I was lucky enough to get four aces he shoved up the extra red chip, which called for
cold," said the corporal instantly, as he showed that amount.
"Five more, heathen," said the bad man, with
the cards, and then proceeded to rake in the pot.
"Lat velly funny!'' exclaimed Hop, affecting an ugly grin, which was meant to be pleasant, no
great surprise. "Me allee samee thlinkee me doubt.
"Me make a-five more," cried Pedro.
winee um money. Me gottee two lillee kings."
"Allee light, me stay for um li!lee while, so
The Chinaman appeared to be so innocent that.
it almost seemed a pity to play with him, espe- be," and Hop raised it again.
Then it went on around several times, and at
cially as he possessed the large amount of money
he had shown before the arrival of the two blue- length for lack of chips, the greaser was only
coats and Evans. .To make it appear all the able to m'a ke the call. It took all the chips Chapmore ridiculous Hop kept shaking his head and man had, too, and as he shoved up the last one
making foolish remarks about what had hap- he looked at the Chinaman with a grin, and said:
"Corne, heathen, show what you've got."
pened. It was Hop's deal. He already had the
"Me gottee two pair," was the reply.
cards in his hands, having been quick to pick
"Two pair ain't no good."
them up after the corporal had dropped his hand
"Me ,rottee two pair of aces, so be," he said,
upon the table. The clever Chinee had the four
aces just where he wanted them, and when he innocently.
"By ther great boots!" exclaimed the bad man,
had apparently thoroughly shuffled the deck he
et the corporal make the cut, and then he pro- leaning back in his chair. "ls that what yer call
ceeded to deal in what appeared to be a very two pair, you heathen?"
"Lat light," and Hop smiled in a childish way.
awkward way, though, of course, he was but af"You got a-:(.our aces!" snarled Pedro, his eyes ·
fecting it. He gave the greaser three kings in
the deal , and dealt Chapman a heart flush cold. flashing. "You a fool, Chinee."
"Me no undelstand," and Hop shook his head,
The two soldiers he gave anything that came
along, not caring just what they had. For him- but at the same time he hauled in the pile of
self he took the four aces, for his sleight-of-hand chips.
The soldiers laughed heartily, and Walter
ability permitted him to do this right before the
eyes -0f the players, though none of them dreamed Evans, now satisfied that the Chinaman was not
the fool he had apppeared to be, joined in. Pedro
that he was cheating.
"How many cards you wantee ?" he asked of looked at his partner questioningly. He had gone
broke, and he happened to know that Chapman
Chapman, as he held the pack ready to deal.
"I reckon I don't want any," was the quick re- was not oversupplied with money that day.
"I no play some more, Jack," he said, when he
ply. "I'll stand pat."
"Lat velly stlange. Maybe you allee samee got- noticed that the bad man shook his head.
"You owe me jest a hundred, too, Pedro," was
tee um flush."
the reply.
"How many cards you wantee ?"
"Me a-pay you in two, thre·e days."
The question was now addressed to the greaser.
• "Oh, I rain't in no hurry. I won't worry about
"You give me a-two cards,'' was the reply.
that. Wait till I see how much money I've got."
"Allee light," and Hop did so.
He drew forth his wallet and could count but
The private took thl'ee cards, and so did the
corporal. Then, as all had come up with the ante, forty-seven dollars. This was quickly converted
the betting was in order. With his heart flush into chips, the proprietor smiling as he received
Jack Chapman considered that he stood a good the money. It being Chapman's deal, he felt that

for he never did unless he happened to deal the
cards himself.
The others each drew three cards, and then Hop
bet five dollars, the limit in the game. Though
..he had but a pair of kings, the Chinaman wanted
to make out that he was a luckless poker-player,
and thus give his opponents to understand that he
did not kn-0w as much about the game as he
should. The man next to him happened to be
Chapman and after looking at his hand for a
moment he made a bet and raised it another five.
The private knocked upon the table with his cards
and shook his head, motioning that he was out.
But it happened that Pedro held three queens,
and after looking at his partner in a peculiar
sort of way he made the raise and lifte·d it another five. 'Of course, this was just what the
dealer wanted, and with a smile that was nothing
if not serene, he made it five better.
"Me callee you," said Hop, his face lighting up
as though he felt that he was going to be a sure
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he could easily hold the winning hand this time.
But it never occurred to him that when the Chinaman pusl ~d the cards over to him that the four
aces were not in the pack. The fact was that they
were snugly concealed in one of the flowing
sleeves of the Chinaman's coat. Chapman shuffled the cards briskly, all the while keeping his
eyes upon them, for he kept them turned so he
could see the faces. He seemed to be somewhat
puzzled, for he was no doubt looking for the aces,
but finally he gave them a rip, and then permitted
Hop to make the cut. The Chinaman cut exactly
in the center, and then without anyone else taking note of it he saw that when the bad man
p;cked them up again he placed them just as they
had been before the cut was made. As Hop picked up his hand he cleverly slipped four of the
cards into his sleeve and brought out four aces
again. No one thought of watching him very
closely, but if they had it would have been all the
siime. Hop was far more clever at the game than
anyone there. There was no doubt of that. Chapman easily contrived to get the four kings of the
pack, and satisfied that it could be hardly pos~ible that the Chinaman would hold the aces
again, he felt himself a sure winner.
It happened that the corporal drew a full hand
this time, while the private had three deuces to
lead him on in the betting. It was the private's
bet, and he led off with a dollar. The corporal
raised it one, and then Hop, after making out
that he was perplexed somewhat over his hand,
raised it another dollar. Chapman made the same
rai3e, no coubt thinking that it was the best way
to draw the others on. But when it came the
corporal's turn again he must have thought that
hi,; foil hand was the best one out, for he went
the limit this time.
"Allee light," said Hop, and he made it five
better.
"I'll stay rig-ht with yer," declared the bad man.
"There she goes ; another five."
The private decided to make the call, which he
did, and the rest being agreeable, Chapman showed hls four kings.
"You allee samee gottee four kings, so be,"
said Hop, smiling at him. "Me gottee four lillee
aces."
"You he'ld four aces twice in succession," roared the viUain, as he pulled a gun from the holster
at his side. "Now, then, shell out them chips, or
off goes the top of yom· head."
Instantly there was great confusion about the
bble.
"Whattee mattee?" asked Hop, still assuming
the ways of an innocent. "Me no cheatee."
He appeared to be much frightened, too, so
Chapman put away his gun, and reached out to
take him by the arm, no doubt with the intention
of standing him on his head and emptying the
chips upon the floor. But Hop was altogether too
quick for him. He leaped over the back of the
chair with wonderful agility, and then out came
the big, old-fashioned six-shooter that he invariably had with him. No one but he was aware
that the weapon was not loaded with bullets, but
that made no difference, either to them or to Hop.
"You callee me um cheatee. Me allee samee
shootee you, so be,'' said the Chinaman, brandishin~ the big revolver aitd acting very much as
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though he really meant to make short work of the
villain.
Then he suddenly pointed the muzzle of the
weapon toward the scattered cards and pulled the
trigger. Bang! A loud report sounded, and a
stream of red fire shot from the weapon, scattering the cards in every direction and igniting some
of them.
"Hip hi!
Hoolay I Me allee samee velly
smartee Chineel"
As these words left the lips of the clever Chinee he fired twice at the bad men. It was a
stream of green fire that Pedro got, while that
which hit the bad man was blue. Both dropped
to the floor as though they had been shot dead,
and then, 1J.ttering a laugh, the Chinaman bounded out of the building.

CHAPTER V.-Wild and His Partners Are
Baffled.
Young Wild West and his partners could hear
the sounds made by the receding footsteps of the
crazed man, but they found it difficult to penetrate the bushes air briers, which seemed to be
in a solid mass right there, though the sounds
soon died out, and then they knew they were baffled.
"Well, boys," said Wild, turning to Charlie and
Jim and nodding his head coolly, "there's no use
in getting excited over this thing. I reckon we'll
take our time about it. I am confident that the
Mad Mexican's hiding place is not far from here."
"That's what I think, Wild," declared Jim, nodding his head approvingly. "Wouldn't it be a
good idea to make a search further along? It
might be that we will find a path or trail that
would lead us somewhere."
"Just what I thought of doing, Jim," was the
reply. "Come on. The re-ason that fellow got
away so quickly is because he knows just where
to go. Not being acquainted with this place, it
was difficult for us to force our way through the
bushes. But he no doubt has formed a path of
hii:: own."
"That was a sorter nasty lookin' club he had,
wasn't it, boys?" Charlie observed, in a thoughtful way. "I never seen sich big pointed knots on
a club before. He must have hunted a good while
to find that thing, I reckon."
"Well, we want to •s ee to it that he does not use
it on any of our heads," Wild answered, with a
smile. "I have no doubt he would like to, for he
probably thinks we are after him for the purpose
of taking the girl away from him."
"S'pose he ain't got ther gal no more, Wild,"
ana the scout's face . took on a very serious look.
"It might be that he's killed her."
"It might be, that's true, but I hardly think so,
Charlie."
•
"Well, I hope he ain't hurt a hair in her head."
They talked in low tones, so if the Mad Mexican was anywhere close by he might not hear ,,
what they said. The chances were that he could
speak and understand English quite well, for his
brother was fluent in it. Wild now walked back:
a few yards, and ascending a small hill took a
look along the face of the vine-covered cliff. He
was not long in picking out a spot a hundred
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yards distant to the right that he thought would
avail them of the oppo1·tunity to ascend the steep
slope. Having satisfied himself on this point, he
pro'llptly started for it, his partners following.
When they came to the place the young deadshot
-was not disappointed, for almost thefirst thing
he saw was~ the big footprints of the man they
were so anxious to capture. There were many of
the prints there, and as they looked at the ground
they saw that he must have been walking in
every direction at one time or other. But +'> the
practiced eye of Young Wild West it was easy to
take the freshest of the footmarks. Bending low
to the ground, he followed these, and soon found
J1imse-lf ascending the steep side of--the hill. The
trees growing here were short and stumpy, and
the underbruslL.}vas rather thick.._ but the bo_y
quickly discovered a sort of path and once this
happened he was not long in proceeding ahead at
a faste'r pace. Charlie and Jim came after him,
pushing aside the bushes carefully, so as to not
make too much noise as they did so. As they
reached the top of the hill they saw a hollow
lying before them which did not contain a great
deal of vegetation, though here and there trees
common to the semi-tropics were to be seen with
bunches of shrubbery scattered about. But this
wi.1s not all they saw, for lying just 'b ehind a
growth of bushes they saw the white top of a
tent.
"Ah!" exclaimed Wild, nodding his head and
looking at his partners in a pleased way. "I
rec·kca ·we are getting' close to the spot, boys. I
have an idea that the camp of the Mad Mexican
is right before us."
"It sorte'r looks that way," admitted the scout,
though he did not appear to be of the same opinion as his young leader, for he turned and looked
at Jim and shook his head.
But Dart believed the same way as Wild, and
he quickly informed the scout to that effect.
"I don't see how he had sense enough to put up
a tent,'' declared Charlie, still shaking his head.
"If he's as crazy as his brother said he was, how
would he know enough te-r do that?"
"Oh, I don't think that way, Charlie," Jim retorted. "A madman is generally very shrewd,
and in his lucid intervals he can do more thinking
and make more arrangements than an ordinary
person would be capable of. No doubt he had planned the kidnapping of his brother's daughter and
has made his preparations accordingly. 1 am
satisfied that it was he who erected the tent
·
yonder."
"All right, then. Le't it go at that," and Charlie
seemed to be convinced.
The tent lay about a hundred yards from where
they were standing, and without any further loss
of time, Wild gave the word and then started
down the hillside. He knew he could reach the
spot without being observed, unless someone was
hiding 'behind the bushes and watching. But if
he knew this to be a fact he would not have done
any different than to proceed. The three walked
noiselessly, and the next minute they reached the
ridge of bushes and vines, for they were now
within thirty feet of the white teht that had been
seen by them as they 1·eached the top of the hill.
They remained perfe-ctly silent for the space of
a full minute, listening for some signs that might
indicate the presence of someone in the camp.
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But none came to their ears. Nothing but the
buzzing of the insects and the chirping of some
birds in a neighboring tree could be heard. Wild
gave a nod to his partners and then pushed his
way carefully through the bushes and approached
the tent. The flap was open, and as he stepped
forward and peered in he found there wat, no one
there, though there was a couch there, some
blankets, and quite an assortment of cooking
utensils and provisions. As he stepped back and
faced Charlie and Jim he observed, in a whisper :
"There's no one heTe, boys, though I am confident that it was the Mad Mexican who struck
this tent."
"If it was he sartinly done it in ther proper
way," answered Charlie, as he looked at the guyropes and stakes and found them to be in perfect
accord.
Jim stepped up and peered inside. The ground
was covered with dry grass, while lbear-skins were
spread about, thus making it a very comfortable
place to sle·ep in, no doubt. There was something
like disorder about it all, too, which made Jim
of the opinion that those who had occupied the
tent had left it in a hurried manner. He told
Wild what he thought, and the young deadshot
promptly agreed with him. They did not think
it necessary to go in the tent at all. There was
no one there, and that was all there was to it.
The thing to do was to find those who had lately
occupied the tent, and this they set out to accomplish. They made a complete search of the surroundings, taking care to look into every clump
of bushes that was large enough to conceal a human being. But after fifteen minutes of this sort
of thing, they were forced to admit that they were
again baffled. There was the tent and camping
outfit in the little hollow, but there was no one
to be found who might occupy it. After talking
· it over for a minute or two they started out to
make a wider circle of the spot. This they did,
and ke-pt on widening it until finally they came to
the spot where they had left their horses.
"Well,'' said our hero, as he walked up and
patted the sorrel stallion on the neck, "I reckon
we may as well give it up for to-day. The madman has certainly shown himself to be a little
too clever for us. We have got to set a trap for
for him, I reckon. We will leave the village at
daylight in the morning, and come direct to this
spot. Then if we don't catch our man •b efore the
day is over I'll miss my guess."
Charlie and Jim nodded to this, for they had
become somewhat disheartened at the result of
their search for the Mad Mexican. They mounted
their horses and turned in the direction of San
Bana. The afternoon was well gone when they
finally reached the camp. When they got there
they found the girls and the two Chinaman waiting for them, as well as Walter Evans and his
greaser servant.
"I took the liberty of coming here to wait for
yo,u, Young Wild West," said the hunter, in a
tone meant for an apology. "I didn't think
it safe for me to stay at the hotel over there.
There are a couple of bad men hanging out there,
and they tried to make it unpleasant for me."
"ls that so?" and Wild's face brightened. "A
·
couple of bad men, eh?"
"Yes; one of them is a Mexican, and the other
an American. They are both evil fellows, I am
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sure. They had a little trouble with your China- He knew very well that it was a clever card
man, who I believe is called Hop."
sharp, indeed, who could get the best of Hop.
"Lat light, Misler Wild," spoke up Hop, smil"Well, after supper, I reckon we'll take a
ing blandly. "Me go over Jere and pletty soonee walk around the village, and maybe we will come
me play dlaw pokee with um two bad men and two across these two bad men," he said, after a
Amelican soldiers. Um man ley callee Jack pause. "I feel just like taking a good wash and-wantee shootee me, so me allee samee shootee resting for a while, and that's just what I am
um and um gleaser, too. Len me lun out velly going to do."
muc};lee quickee."
"Me, too, Wild," spoke up the scout, as he
Evans began to laugh,"and he quickly related started for the spring, that was not far distant
how Hop had fired his revolver three times, send- from the camp.
ing out colored fire with each shot.
Jim promptly followed him, and then Wild
"It was after he had gone that the scoundre1s we1:1t on after them. In a few minutes they returned their attention to me," he added, looking lieved themselves of the dust and dirt, and then,
more serious. "They seEJmed to thin4 that be- after using a brush and comb, they felt much
·cause I was a stranger they could pile it on me. better. They sat down in the cooling breeze and
They even declared that I was a friend of the took it easy until it was time for supper. Wing
Chinaman, who had won their money, and the did not need to be told when to start in to make
Mexican demanded that I should pay back the preparations for the meal, but knowing that they
sum he had lo st I thought it best to leave the had ,o;uests to entertain he proceeded to get up
hotel, so I went -outside and found Dunce in tne something extra. He had heard Evans say that
stable with our animals. I quickly told him to the peon was a pretty good cook, and he must
lead out the mnle and burro, and then I t11ok my have felt it his duty to eclipse anything he had
own horse, and we came to your camµ. We have ever done in that line. The result was that when
been here ever since, and it is a wonder that the Evans was invited to sit down to supper he found
two villains have not been here before this."
a meal before him that was as good as any he
"Well, I'm glad they didn't come while I was had met with since he had come West. Wing
awav." said Wild, smiling at the hunter, and had roasted potatoes, made corn muffins, broiled
ncdding his head, "But it's all right, anyhow. venison and partridges, and brewed as good a
kettle of coffee as could be wished for. Bvans ate
You're welcome to stay right here with us."
"Thank you. We'll pitch our tent a few yards as only a hungry man can, and he kept congratulating the cook for the excellent meal beaway, so we will not interfere with you."
"Put it up right over there," said Wild, point- tween mouthfuls.
This was of course very pleasing to Wing, who
ing to a spot that was not more than twenty
feet from the larger of the two tents belonging insisted on waiting on the guest until he had
to his party. "I reckon we can all eat together. eaten his fill. Meanwhile Hop and Dunce had
Probably our cook is a better one than yours, been vetting acquainted, for they had started to
though I have seen peons who understood that eat shortly after the rest. They were sitting
upon a :flat rock not far from the spot where the
tusiness pretty well."
"Oh, Dunce can do pretty well at cookine;," de- rest were, and were talking away at a great rate,
Hop of course doing the most of the talking.
clared Evans, looking at the short. fat Mexican Wing
joined them, and proceeded to
and nodding his head approvingly. "He's a eat his presently
supper.
pretty good fellow, though somewhat lazy."
"Lis velly nicee gleaser, my brother," said
"I never seen a greaser what wasn't lazy,"
spoke up Cheyenne Charlie, looking at the peon Hop, nodding to the peon. "He allee samee velly
with something like disgust. "It's ther nature of muchee fatee likee um pigee. If you stickee
um pin in him face you see um glease Jun out."
'em, I think."
The peon took this .good-naturedly. He could
When he saw that Evans and his servant were understand
and speak it very well, and
making ,good headway in putting up the tent he had beenEnglish
associated so much with Americans
W-ild turned his attention to Hop, and looking at that he had become
used to their ways. He was
him sternly, said:
dealing with Americans just then, but that
"Well, so you had to go and get into trouble, not
made no diffe1·ence.
did you? You couldn't keep away from a place
He had seen several Chinese, of course, and
where whisky is sold, it seems. And you had since these
were in the employ of the friends
to get into a game of · cards with strangers, too, of his boss, two
he no doubt took it for granted that
didn't you?"
they were at liberty to joke with him as much as
"Lat light, Misler Wild," retorted the China- they pleased.
Wing did little joking. He
man, meekly. "Me no helpee it. Me born lat smiled at whatBut
his
brother said, and went on
way."
·
eating. Hop had been thinking for some little
"How much money did you win?"
time of something that he could do to have some
"Me gottee lillee over two hundred dollee, so be, fun with the fat peon, and just as he had pretty
Misler Wild."
well decided upon what to do he heard Cheyenne
"You did, eh? Did you win anything from the Charlie call out that some men were approaching
soldiers?"
the camp, and that they appeared to be pretty
"Only fivee sixee dollee, Misler Wild. Me no well under the influence of liquor. He quickly '
wantee winee um soldiers' money; me wantee ran around a clump of bushes and looked in the
gittee best of um. two bad men. Ley allee samee direction the footsteps came from, and then he
card sharps. Ley play partners, but ley no beatee saw Jack Chapman and Pe<lro swaggering toward
the camp, followed by three Mexicans, who looked
me. Me velly smartee Chinee, so be."
The young deadshot could not help laughing. fully as villainous as Pedro l1imself.
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"Now, len," he said, nodding to the peon, "you
allee samee see hllee fun. Young Wild West allee
samee shotee pletty quickee, so be. You watchee."

CHAPTER VI.-An Exhibition of Shooting.
Young Wild West saw the approaching men as
quickly as Hop did, and turning to Walter Evans,
he said:
"Did you see any of those fellows while you
were over at the tavern?"
"Yes," was the quick reply, as the young man's
face paled somewhat. "The two in advance are
the very ones I had the trouble with."
"Ah, I see! Probably they are coming over
here to have it·out with you. Well, take it easy,
Evans. I reckon there is no cause for alarm."
"I am surprised that they did not come before,"
the hunter declared, shrugging his shoulders.
"But I am really glad they waited."
"So a111 I. Now we will soon hear what they
want. It seems that they have brought along
three with them, no doubt for the purpose of
backin,g tl:,lem up. But it makes no difference
about that. They could just as well have brought
a dozen, as far as I am concerned."
The boy spoke so coolly that Evans looked at
him in admiration. As he shot a glance at the
.scout and Jim Dart he saw that they seemed to
be pleased rather than otherwise at the approach
of the villains. The girls, too, did not appear to
be the least disturbed, but coolly went over and
11at down near the tent they occupied at night.
With an insolent swagger Jack Chapman walked
straight into the camp and came to a halt.
Pedro, his greaser partner, was right behind him,
and he seemed to be imitating his companion in
every particular. The rest had been eoming a
11hort distance behind, and it was not until they
reached the spot and came to a halt that Chapman spoke. He had been taking in all there was
to be seen, and now, fixing his eyes upon Evans,
he exclaimed :
"Well, young man, I've some over here ter
see about settlin' accounts with that heathen
Chinee."
"Well, as I am not the person you are looking
for, perhaps you had better turn your attention
to some one else," suggested Evans, rather coolly.
"Oh, I see ther heathen over there. But I
sorter lay it all ter you, young man. I ain't never
yet shot a heathen in cold blood, an' I don't know
as I want ter do it jest now. I'd much rather
drop somebody who is a little more my equal."
"See here, my friend," spoke up Wild, as he
took a step toward the intruders, "I reckon you
have made a mistake in coming here."
"What's that yer say, boy?" demanded the ruffian, looking a stonished.
"You're not deaf, are you?"
"No, I reckon I ain't. Yer said I made a mistake in comin' here, didn't yer?"
"I thought you heard me. Now, then, before
we go any further I want to tell you that you had
better light out right away. We don't want you
here. One look at you is enough to satisfy me
that you are no good. You have got a gang of
greasers at your back who look as though a jail
would be a fit place for them. But I am not going
to bother you about putting any of you in jail.

li

If_ you d<;m't light out -inside of two minutes you
will ~e _likely to be put into the ground instead
of a Jail."
Pedro broke into a laugh at this. His black
eyes loo~ed gloatingly upon the girls, who were
not payrn,g a ny more attention to them than if
they had not been there at all.
"Jack," said he, "da boy talk verra like a
·
fool."
"You have got that right, Pedro" Chapman
answered, as he gave a nod. "I nev~r seen sich
a {ool as, he is. I reckon he don't know me."
. I don\, w_ant to know you," spoke up ·wild,
Did you hear what I said a minute
quickly.
ago? You have ~ust g?t anothe:i-- minute to light
ou~. If you don t go m that time something is
gomg to happen to you."
"I'd like to see you or anybody else make me
move away from here until I git good an' ready
ter do it," snarled the villain.
"You would, eh?"
As be s~id this Wild walked up to him, and
then, as qmck as a flash, dealt him a blow on the
side o~ the jaw tha_t sent him staggering. Charlie
and Jim drew then· guns at the same time and
the bad man and his greaser friends q~ickly
found themselves covered.
"M?ve!" s~id Wild, in his cool and easy way,
a smile playmg about his lips. "Light out or
'
I'll begin shooting."
Chapman was too enraged to 'pay heed to the
command. He gathered himself together and
ac~ually started toward the boy as though he was
gomg to attack him, re,gardless of the weapon
he held in his hand.
Crack! Wild fired a shot, and one of the big
buttons that adorned the faded blue skirt of the
villain flew off. Crack! Another did the same.
Then the boy leaped quickly around so he could
shoot the way he liked, and fired again. It happened that there were but three to the shirt front,
and as the last shot rang out the third one went
spinning into the bushes. But Wild was not
done yet. He drew his other revolver, and as
coolly as though he was simply firing it off for
the fun of it, he began shooting at the heels of
the bad man's boots.
Crack, crack, crack, crack I Four shots were
fired, and tnot a bullet- missed a boot heel. The
l~athe:r was c~pped off and went flying in all
d1rec~1ons, while tb!'l ,greasers stood gaping in
astomshment and dismay. It was evident that
Chapman was too frightened to run now, for he
simply jumped up and down as though he had
But when be
suddenly been put on springs.
found that the boy · had stopped shooting he
turned and started to run from the camp.
"Hold on," came the command. "I have
changed my mind about making you light out so
soon. Come back here. I want to talk to you."
The bad man obeyed quickly, for it was evident
that he was now in deadly fear of the dashing
boy who was so quick and accurate with his
guns. He came back actually trembling, and
h_anging his head, stood before Wild. By this
time Cheyenne Charlie was laughing audibly,
while Jim and the hunter were smiling in a disgusted way at the cowardice shown by the man.
"You said a little w"hile ago that you guessed
I didn't know who you were," said Wild, in his
cool and easy way. "Now, then, just tell me.
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Not because I am anxious to get acquainted with
you, but I would like to know the name of the
biggest coward I ever met, so I can tell about
him when I fall in with friends who want to
know how I have fared upon my trip through
Arizona. Go ahead, you big bluffer! Tell me
who you are, and be quick about it."
"My name are Jack Chapman," faltered the
villain.
"And you call yourself a pretty tou,gh customer, I reckon?"
There was no reply to this.
"Speak," exclaimed the boy, his eyes flashing.
-"You call yourself a pretty tough customer, don't
you?"
"I always have called myself somethin' like
that, young feller," was the rejoinder, in a low
tone of voice.
"You are a regular bad man, I suppose?"
There was no reply to this.
"I say you are a regular bad man," repeated
the boy.
"Yes; I believe that's what I always thought
I was."
"But you're mighty good just now, though,
are you not?"
"I ain't got nothin' ter say, young feller."
"Well, never mind, then. But I suppose you
would like to know who I am, wouldn't you?"
"I sartinly would."
The man spoke with more eagerness than he
had displayed since the shooting had stopped. .
"Well, I'll tell you, then. I am Young Wild
West. It happens that I have got the name of
bein1;; a pretty good shot, and I assure you .t~at
nothmg gives me more pleasure than practicmg
upon such a fellow as you are. Now, then, I
reckon that will be about all. You just turn
around and show us how fast you can run back
to the whisky-mill over there."
Chapman did not wait to be told the second
time but started on a run. As he left the spot
Ped;o and the other Mexicans started to leave at
at a walk.
.
.
"Come. here girls,' called Wild quickly. "Fetch
your rifles, too."
Arietta was . the first to respond, but Anna
and Eloise were not long in following her.
"Now then" said Wild, pointing at the greasers wh~ had' quickened their footsteps, "I want
yoJ to shoot their hats full of holes. You can
do it easily enough, since the crowns stick up a
few inches."
I The hats certainly did make good· targets,
for they were all of the Mexican typ~s, with ~igh
crowns as the young deadshot said. Anetta
did not hesitate. Throwing her Winchester to
her shoulder she took quick aim at the foremost
man and puiled the trigger.
Crang ! As the report rang out ~e mad~ a
grab for his headgear and succeeded m catchmg
it as it was flying from his head.
Crang! The man next to him had his hat
knocked from his head in a jiffy. Then Anna
and Eloise each fired, and the other, two had their
hats punctured with bullets. But Arietta did
not stop. ~h~ fired four mor1 ~hots, and succeeded in hitting -. hat every time she pulled
the trigger. By this time the villains were on
a run, acting very much as though they were anxious to beat Chapman to the hotel. Young Wild

West laughed heartily, and of course Chevenne
Charlie and Jim Dart did the same. But Walter
Evans was so much astonished, especially when
he saw how well the girls could shoot, that he
sto6d gaping for the space of a few seconds
though finally he joined in the laugh, which wa~
now general. ·
"I never expected to see anything like that
when I came West," he declared turning to our
hero. "Gracious, who would ha~e thqught that
ladies could shoot like that?"
·
"Well, that wasn't too much to do" was the
reply. "A Mexican's hat is a pretty 1a'.rge target
you know. I reckon Arietta could have hit aii
four of them with her revolver. But I wanted
Anna and Eloise to take a hand in the o-ame •
that's why I called for them to fetch., thei;
rifles."
"Whattee you thlinkee of lat, Mist~r Dunce?"
Hop a~ked, when the villains had disappeared
from view.
"Dat w:P,at you call wonderful," replied the
peon, whose eyes were still dilated from the
astonishment and excitement the shooting had
caused. "I never see anything like dat."
"Well, yer now know what it is ter be a good
greaser,". ~heyenne Charlie spoke up, nodding in
a patromzmg way at the fat Mexican. "Not
sayin' as you ain't one," he went on, "for I kin
tell by your face that you're a putty good-natured
sort of galoot."
Dunce bowed at this compliment, and turning
to Hop, he observed:
"Young Wild West shoot the buttons from the
man's shirt."
"Lat light," answered Hop, smiling at him
in his childish way. "He allee samee shootee
velly muchee stlaight. Me shootee velly muchee
stlaight, too, so be."
Dunce nodded, as much as to say he did not
doubt it in the -least after seeing what had transpired. No doubt he took it that every Qne connected with Young Wild West's party could
handle firearms with wonderful accuracy
"My blother talkee allee samee likee ·fool"
spoke up Wing, looking contemptuously at Hop.
"He no shootee likee me. Me killee · led skins
two, thlee timee."
'
"Shuttee uppee, Wing!" Hop exclaimed shooting an angry glance at the cook. "Me n~ tellee
you to say sometling."
Evans was looking at the trio with no little
amusement showing upon his face.
"Are they very good shots?" he asked.
"Hop couldn't hit ther broad side of a barn
at fifty yards,'' declared the scout, shaking his
head in disgust. "Wing has done some putty
good skootin', but I reckon it was more from
luck than anything else. If yer want ter see
what they kin do, blamed if I don't git up a
little shootin' match here afore it gits dark. Kin
that g-reaser of yours shoot good?"
'';Not very,'' and the hunter laughed.
"Well, then, what do yer say if we put up a
prize an' let ther three of 'em shoot for it?"
"I am agreeable to that. I will put up a tendollar gold-piece as a prize."
Wing's ·-face took on a smile at this. He knew
very well that he could beat his brother at shooting, and from what he had heard the hunter say
he thought it possible that he might make a bet-
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ter shot than he did. Wild, Jim and the girls
fell right into the arrangement, and in spite of
the protests Hop made against it, they went
ahead and got things ready. But while they
were doing it they were keeping a watch in the
direction the villains had gone, for they considered that it might be possible they would return and seek satisfaction for what had occurred.
However, they did not show up, and when the
scout had paced off fifty yards and placed a
leaky tin pail that was of no further use to
them upon a rock for a target, the th ree were
told to get ready. Evans produced the ten-dollar
gold-piece, and showed it to them.
All seemed to be anxious to obtain possession
of it, even though Hop had plenty of money, and
certainly had little use for it. But he was better
fixed in that way than either his brother or the
peon. He won his money by fleecing card sharps,
and they simply drew their ordinary wages.
Charlie, who was master of the ceremonies, now
come forward with his Winchester.
"You have got ter shoot first, Hop," he said,
as he handed the rifle to him. "Now, then, if
you hit that tin pail I'll take yer over to ther
whisky-mill an' treat yer to a drink. If yer
don't hit it I'm goin' ter clip off an inch or two
of your pig-tail with a bullet from one of your
guns. I 1·eckon that oughter be quite enough
ter make you do your level best."
"Me no wantee shootee, Misler Charlie," declared Hop. "Me no wantee um ten do!lee. Me
gottee plenty money."
"See here," and Charlie looked at him sternly.
"If yer don't shoot I'll clip off an extra inch
of ther pig-tail, anyhow. Now, then, you take
aim at that pail and pull ther trigger."
There was no getting out of it, so Hop placed
himself in position, and raised the rifle to his
shoulders. Just why it was that he was not
a good shot can hardly be imagined, since he was
very clever and quick to pick up almost any·thing he undertook. But as he pointed the rifle
all could see that it wavered slightly, showing
that it must have made him nervous. Finally he
pressed the trigger, and as the :report rang out
the pail went rolling from the rock.
"Tint's what I call surprisin'," exclaimed Cheyenne Charlie as he ran to the spot to see where
the bullet had hit the target. He found that it
had struck the edge of it, and that was why the
pail had rolled from the rock.
"Well, yer hit it, anyhow, Hop," he said, after
he placed it in position again. "That saves your
pig-tail."
"Me shootee allee samee likee Young Wild
West, so be," said the Chinaman, blandly, for he
now felt so much easier that he could afford to
go back to his ·light-hearted way again.
"You're next, greaser," said the scout, as he ·
ejected the empty shell and threw the rifle in
position. "Here, go ahead an' see what you kin
do."
Dunce was quite willing, and he promptly took
aim and fired, sending a bullet through the bottom of the pail about two inches from the rim.
It was a better shot than Hop had made, of
course, but at that distance it was nothing to
brag of. Wing's yellow face now wore a confident
grin. When Charlie handed him the rifle he
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looked at his brother in a pitying ·sort of way,
and then, nodding to the peon, he observed:
"Me allee samee shootee two, thlee Indians.
Me puttee um hole thlough um pail velly muchee
quickee."
':['aking a rather quick aim, he fired, and as the
pail rolled over, Cheyenne Charlie took off his
hat and, waving it in the air, yelled:
"Putty nigh through.'. the center, boys. I
reckon Wing is all right."
He ran over and brought the pail back1 and,
sure enough, there was a bullet hole so close to
the center that it could hardly have been an inch
out of the way "Very good shooting, I must
say," said Evans, as he handed the cook the tendollar gold-piece. "Here you are, Wing. You
are surely entitled to the prize."
The Chinaman thanked him, and then strutted
about the camp a minute or two, after the fashion
of a victorious game-cock, while his brother and
the peon looked on disgustedly.

CHAPTER VII.-The Bad Man Apologizes.
"I reckon we'll take a walk over to the militai-y
headquarters and see Captain Carr," said Wild,
as it grew dark, and a couple of lanterns were
lighted at the camp. "It might be well to give
him a little encouragement in this matter, for
the probabilities are that he keeps in communication with Senor Juan Vegas."
"All ~igh~, Wild," the scout replied. "I sup- ,
pose we re likely ter meet Chapman an' his gang
afore we git back, so we had better keep our
eyes open."
"01:, of course we will keep our eyes open,
Charlie. We always do that, especially when
we know we have enemies about. Of course
we can call them enemies now, for they no doubt
feel pretty sore after what happened to them."
"Shall I go with you, Young Wild West?"
Walter Evans asked.
"Well, I'd rather you would stay here" wag
the reply. "You can help Jim look after th,
camp. in case anyone comes prowling ar und."
"Very well; just as you say. I shall
f)erfectly satisfied to remain. You can rest assured
that if the villains come back here they will meet
with a warm reception . I am the only one who
did not show my ability to shoot this evening.
But if it comes to it, I will not hesitate to shoot
to kill."
"I know you will, Evans," the young deadshot answered, with a smile. "You stay here till
we come back, and if anything does happen you
can bf't that Jim will know just what· to do."
Wild and Charlie now left the camp, heading
straight for the hotel. The village had become
very lively now, since those who had been at
work during the day or else lying idly about
no~v came out and made quit e a stir . Our two
fr iends did not stop at the hotel, but wended their
way to the other side of the village, where the
army post was located . Aniving there Wild
sent his name to Captain Carr, and in a few
minutes an orderly came and conducted the two
to the officers' quarters, which was a long adobe
house that had evidently been built many ,rears
before. The captain welcomed them waTmly,
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t aking pain s t o shake hands wit h bot h, and to
compliment Charlie on his general a ppearance.
" l can tell right away," he added, as he gave
a satisfied nod, "that you have put in much experience at scouting and the like."
"vVell, I've sorter done a little of it , I 1·eckon,"
Charlie answered, modestly. "I've been at it
ever since I was big enough to carry a gun .'~
" I 'm sure you will help Young Wild West all
you can to find the Mad Mexican and the girl
who was so cruelly abducted from her home."
"You kin bet your life I will," Charlie answered, in his bluff, hearty way.
"Captain," said Wild, after a pau se, "we h ave
found a clue t o the whereabouts of the Ma d
Mexican."
" What ! So soon?" and the officer showed
great surprise.
" I may as well tell you all about it, for I suppose you are in communication with the senorita's
fathe1·, and would like to give him a ll the encourr
a gement you can."
"That's right," and Captain Carr nodded asse>nt. "I will say that I am on very friendly
terms with the senor. My wife is a t his residence
now. It is only about six miles from here, and
I thought that as t hey were well a cquainted and
seemed to have a fondness for each other, it
would be a good idea for Mrs. Car r to stop with
Senora Vegas a f ew days so she might calm her
f eelings as much as possible."
"That 's a good idea," Wild a dmitted. "Well,
if you are goin g over t hat way to-night, which
I suppose you are, since your wif e is t h ere, you
can tell Senor Vegas that I fe el pr etty sure he
will have his daughter back by t his time tomor;:ow night . I can't t ell .you . exactly why I
say t his, for there is really nothmg to co1;1vmce
me that it will be t r ue, other t han that it has
got into my head that we will succeed inside of
twent y-four hours. That 's all I care to say abo~t
it just now. I believe you pla ced the matter m
my ha nds, so you will please not ask any question s."
.
,,
"You are a peculiar boy, Young Wild West,
said the captain, looking at him and smiling.
"But I have heard so much about you and I have
so much faith in you that it shall be just as you
say. You ,go ahead. _I already_ fee~ that Y?U are
bound to succeed in this enterprise, if such 1t may
be called. - I will report the good tidings to the
senor and his wife inside of two hours. Won't
you have something to drink?"
"Nothink strong," was .the retort. "I have
never tasted liquor yet, and if I keep on thinking
the way I do now I never will. But Charlie might
take a little wine or whisky."
"I'll soon fix you both up," and the captain
tapped a bell. A minute later a peon !lppeared,
and after receiving some orders from his master,
retired. But in a few minutes, he returned with
two bottles and a pitcher of lime juice and water
that had been sweetened.
"Here is a very healthy drink," observed the
officer as he poured a glassful from the pitcher
a~d handed it to Wild. "There is nothing like
lime juice and water in this hot climate.''
"I'll take one of them, too," spoke up Cheyenne
Charlie blandly. "But it wouldn't hurt ter put
a few drops of tanglefoot in it, maybe.''
"You have got that right," and the captain
laughed. "That's the way I take it.'

When they had drank to the officer's toast,
which was to the effect that they hoped the missing senorita would soon be restored to her parent, a box of cigars was brought forth. Wild
smoked cigars occasionally, but never had taken
to cigarettes. While C.Q11,rlie much preferred his
old black pipe, he felt it his duty to light the
cigar, and soon the three were smoking in a
contended style.
But, seeing that there were a number of
papers on the table before the officer, and t hat
he ha d pen and ink there, our friends guessed
tha t he was quite busy, so they did not prolong
their st ay. Excusing themselves, and assuring
him that they felt cer tain that the madman would
be a ppr ehended inside of twenty-four hours, and
the girl duly restor ed safe and sound, they bade
him good-night and left the quarters. As they
walked back through the little village guitars
could be hea rd twanging in the adobe houses on
either side of the street.
In some cases there was singing too, and the
air being still and quite cool now, this made it
all the more pleasant. As they reached the
tavern or hotel loud talk and shouts of laughter
came to their ears. It was evident that Barley
was doing quite a business just then.
"Shall we go in, Charlie?" said Wild, looking
at his companion.
"Sartin," was the reply. "I want ter see if
that galoot of a Chapman is there. I'd jest
like ter have a little talk with him."
"Well, don't pick any row with him, Charlie,"
advised the young deadshot. "If he minds his
own business just let him be."
"All right, Wild."
Several men were sitting on the porch as they
entered, and pushing their way through the
crowd that was near the door on the inside, they
walked to the further end of the bar. Not that
th~y wanted anything to drink or to smoke,
but Wild was very liberal, and he had decided
to treat the crowd. Barley had a man helping
him behind the little bar, and they bowed to the
young deadshot and his par tner as though they
considered them to be rather distinguished.
"What will it be, Mr. West?" Barley asked,
looking at the boy.
"Just give all hands what they want to drink,"
was the reply, and then a twenty-dollar goldpiece was laid upon the bar.
The proprietor gave a start, but his features
at once relaxed into a pleasant smile. He was
not in the habit of having any one come in his
place and trea t such a big crowd as was present
at the time. But he figured that the twentydollar gold-piece was more than enough to pay
the bill so he gave orders for his helper to hurry
up and serve those present, at t_he same time
announcing that Young Wild West took pleasure
in treating them.
It was not until now that Wild turned his
attention to those in the room. He finally saw
Jack Chapman sitting well back in a corner
where he had no doubt hastened when he saw
who was coming in. The expression of the villain's face showed that he was in anything but
an easy frame of mind, too, and when he found
the young deadshot looking at him keenly, he
shrugged his shoulders and dropped his eyes t.
the table before him.
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"I hope every one will accept my invitation to
have something," said \Vild, keeping his eyes
fixed on the bad man.
There was a short silence then, for every one
there knew what tne boy meant. Chapman must
,__ have understood, for he slowly arose to his :!'.eet
and started toward the boy.
"I'll accept your invitation, Young Wild West,"
he said, rather meekly. "I hope you ain't got no
hard feelin's against me. While I've always
called myself a bad man, I reckon there ain't
nothin' worse about me than bein' a card sharp.
But that heathen of yours sorter beat me out
this afternoon, an' it put me in somewhat of a
bad humor. That's ,vhat made me act ther way
I did to-night."
"All right," was the reply. "I reckon there
are no hard feelings, as far as I am concerned.
By the way you talk, I think you mean what
you say. You may as well let it drop right
here."
•
"I'll shake hands with yer on that, Young Wild
West," and the man spoke so earnestly that there
was hardly any doubt but that he really meant
what he said.
"All right," and Wild promptly took the proffered hand, giving it a squeeze that caused the
owner to wince.
"Where is your partner?" and Wild shot a
glance around the room, he having not seen Pedro
present.
"He's around somewhere. But that's all right.
Don't be afraid of him."
"Oh, I am sure I am not afraid of him or
any one else,'' and the boy laughed in his cool
and easy way.
"I know yer ain't," and so saying the bad man
lifted his head a little higher and appeared to
be more at his composure.
The drinks were served, and the few pieces of
silver that were given in change for the twentydollar gold-piece Wild told the proprietor to
keep. Of course, this friendly act of his caused
those present to have a very good feeling toward
him. After drinking one of the men took off his
hat and waving it over his head, proposed three
ch~rs for the Champion Deadshot of the West.
The cheers were given with a will, but as this
was an old thing to our hero he simply smiled.
"It's all right, boys," he said, in a familiar
way. "But it isn't necessary to give me three
1o
cheers."
"Yes, it is," spoke up the man who had proposed the cheers. "We heard what yer done ter
Jack Chapman an' ther greasers. Any one as
kin do things like that is deservin' of beirr'
cheered."
"Of course, he is," spoke up the bad man. "I
made a fool of myself, an' then got my hat
shot full of holes, an' by gals, too. I feel
mighty ashamed of myself, an' you kiri bet
your life that I ain't never goin' do anything like
that again."
Wild and the others shortly returned to the
camp.

Pedro and the other greasers had £ailed to
show up, but that made no difference. When
Wild told those waiting for them at the camp
that the bad man had offered an apology, and
that he was satisfied that he really meant it,
they expressed no little surprise.
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"I reckon we won't be bothered by Chapman
again," he said.

CHAPTER VIII.-Hop Makes a Discovery.
The next morning Young Wild West and his
friends held a consultation, and it was decided
that but three of them should leave the camp.
At first Wild thought that Charlie would be
enough to go with him, but Arietta was so persistent in accompanying them that he at length
gave his "tonsent. Knowing that Walter Evans
was no doubt disappointed, the young deadshot
turned to him and said:
"You see how it is, Evans. ·while there is
no danger of Chapman interfering with us again,
we are not so sure that the greasers will ¼eeo
away from the camp. Since you have decided to
·remain in camp with us during our stay here, I
must request you to stay here with Jim this
morning. Of course, if this is not entirely pleasing to you, I shall not urge you."
"I am going to do just as you say, Young
Wild West,'' the young man declared earnestly.
"It is your affair, this hunting for the Mad Mexican, and not mine. While I would be pleased to
assist you in the search, you know your own·
business best. But I am a little surprised that
Miss Arietta is to accompany you. Don't you
think it a rather dangerous thing for her to
do?"
"Well, I was opposed to her going at first,"
Wild replied, a smile s_howing on his face. "But
when I thought that in case we find the fair
senorita how much better it would be to have one
of her own sex to greet her, I decided that he
should go with us."
"Oh, I didn't think of that. You are right."
"When yer see us comin' back we'll have ther
Mexican gal with us," spoke up Cheyenne Charlie,
showing how confident he was of their success.
,"I sincerely hope so."
Then Wild told him that he need not ' remain
in the camp all the time, but that if he kept
within hearing of it everything would be satisfactory, But, as the reader knows, Evans had
a slight fear of Pedro, the greaser, since he had.
joined Chapman in accusing him of in some way
being responsible for Hop's winning their money.
It might seem strange to the reader that Hop
ha(l not asked to go along in the search £or the
madman, but th_e fact was that he had been
listening attentively to what was said, and he
had an idea that if he were to ask he would be
refused.
.
.
It was much better to start out on his own hook
without disobeying the 01·der of the young
deadshot. Hop considered that since Wild had
not told him personally to remain at the camp
he was free to go when and where he pleased.
He appeared to be very busy looking over the
pack saddles and harness when Wild, Charlie
and Arietta mounted their horses and set out,
They had all risen early, and the sun was scarcely half an hour high when they left the camp.
Waiting until they had been gone something
like ten minutes, Hop proceeded to his horses,
and was in the act of putting the saddle on it
when Jim Dart caught ~ight of him.
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"What are you doing, Hop?" he asked, sharply.
"Me takee lillee lide, Misler Jim," he said.
"Pletty soonee me allee samee comee back."
"Well, you can do as you like about" it, Hop.
You heard Wild say that we were all to remain
here in the camp, though."
"Misler Wild no · tellee me stay here; he no
thlinkee aboutee lat. He wantee me go to helpee
him, so be."
"If he had wanted anythin~ like that he would
have told you, most likely,' spoke up Walter
Evans.
"He allee samee forgittee."
Then Hop went on buckling the saddle-girths,
and when he had placed the brio.le on his horse's
head he quickly mounted and rode away without
another word. The Chinaman had put in considerable experience in following trails since he
had.been a member of Young Wild We~t•s party,
so 1t was easy for him to proceed exactly in
the direction Wild, Charlie and Arietta had taken.
He did not ride very fa§t, for he feared he
might overtake them and be sent back. On he
went, and soon he was ascending the side of the
mountain, his horse walking the most of the
time. He finally came upon the rocky wagon
trail, and then he was forced to look keenly as
he rode along, for he had an idea that he would
not have to proceed very far before he came
to the spot where the three had turned off. The
fresh hoof-prints enabled him to proceed, and
without coming to a halt he found the place
where the three had tur.ned off to the right.
If he had made no effort whatever to follow the
trail his horse would have gone right on, for the
animal possessed enough instinct to follow those
that had preceded him.
On rode the Chinaman, over rough ground and
where it was smooth, pushing through bushes
here and there, and then crossing a stretch ,where
the sharp rocks were in danger of hurting his
horse's hoofs. At last he came to the top of a
hill, and then he caug-ht sig-ht of the tent Wild
and Charlie had discovered the afternoon before.
Dismounted and close to it were Wild and Charlie
and Arietta. Hop at once brought his steed to a
halt and dismounted.
"Now, len," he muttered, "me no lettee lem
know me here, so be. Maybe um Mad Mexican
alound here pletty close. Me leavee my horse
in um bushes and len me takee lillee walk
'lound .."
He soon found a place that was suitable to
hide his horse in, and then he made off to the
left, going in a circle, so he might reach a point
the other side of the little camp, where there
was a patch of thi'ck woods growing upon the
slanting side of the mountail).. Hop carried his
revolver in his hand, and though it was n6t
loaded with bullets, each chamber was filled with
powder and colored fire. He had heard Wild say
that the madman was not to be harmed, and · he
surely could not harm hix_n if he fired a shot at
him with the weapon he carried.But he had an idea that he would surprise
him so much if he did shoot that something
would be gained by it. Half-way around to the
spot he was aiming for the Chinaman paused and
took a look at the camp. He saw that the three
had tied their horses after removing the saddles,

and acted very much as though it was their own
camp, in fact.
"Me knowee whattee Misler Wild thlinkee n
muttered the clever Chinee, noddin2" and smilir{g
to himself. "He thlinkee um clazy gleaser see
lem lere and allee samee gittee mad. Len he '
comee lere and ley catchee him. Misler Wild
velly muchee smartee. Me no care if um clazy
gleaser go lere; me wan tee findee um Mexican
gal."
He resumed his way, and soon reached the
patch of woods. Then he sat down on a fallen
tree and surveyed the scene before him for a
while. The spot where he was sitting was prob- 4
ably two hundred feet from the camp, and when ,
h~ su~denly saw Wild start to walk slowly in that
duect1on he resolved to ,get away as quickly as
possible. Hop manaired to move through the
underbrush without making any sounds that
could be heard by the boy, and after he had gone
a h,undred yards he came to a halt and listened.
Wild was not coming, as far as he could hear,
so he raised his head and peered in the direction he had come from. Nothing co11ld be seen
of the young deadshot, or any
~'se, so Hop
acted on an impulse and turned
'le right to
go further around the spot where ihe tent was
erected. As he was covering a patch of soft
ground he suddenly came upon fresh prints, and
seeing that they were extra large in size he
decided right away that the tracks had been
made by the Mad Mexican.
"Lis allee light," he thought, as he gave a
nod of satisfaction. "Now, Jen, me allee samee
go light on. Pletty samee me findee something."
Picking his way carefully along he followed
the footprints to a dense patch of shrubbery.
He paused her.e, for it seemed difficult to push
· his way through. But when he got down upon
his hands and knees and made an examination,
he saw that he could easily creep through and
this he proceeded to do.
'
The further he got the more he became convinced that the man who had made the footmarks must have proceeded in this same way.
For fully fifty feet he went along, and then he
suddenly emerged into a little hollow that was •
nearly entirely surrounded by rocks. There was
a water-hole nearly in the center, and when Hoi,
saw this it occurred to him that this must be the
place where the Mad Mexican obtained his water,
for it was not more than three hundred yards
from the place where the tent was pitched. Cautiously he descended into the hollow. As ha
paused at the edge of the water-hole he suddenly gave a start, for he surely heard the faint
sounds of some one weeping. Hop knew right
away that he was very close to the hiding place
of the Mad Mexican, and that the weeping must
certainly come from his fair captive. He listened,
and when he became convinced that it really
was a female making the sounds he was undecided
as to just what course to pursue.
At first he felt it his duty to go and ·r eport to
Wild at once, but on second thought he decided
to risk finding just where the girl was. Having
done this, he could go back in triumph and r-elate his discovery. He was not long in locating
the direction the sounds came from, and then he
started that way. But he soon found that an
almost perpendicular wall of rock barred h.ia
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further progress. Not dismayed, he set about to
find means of getting through, for he knew very
well that it was from the rocks the weeping came.
Pushing aside the bushes and vines, he kept
on, and suddenly he came upon a crevice that
was amply wide enough to permit his body to go
through. Once inside this, the· sounds were a
great deal nearer to his ears, and then he knew
the girl must be in a cave. It proved to be the
passage that the Chinaman had entered, for he
had not gone very far before he was underground.
But a faint light showed before him, and tne
further he made his way along the brighter this
became. The weeping had ceased now, and there
were no sounds to guide him at all, but holding
his revolver ready to fire a shot at a moment's
notice, he stepped softly along. A minute later
and he was peering into a good-sized , cave that
had strong evidences of being inhabited by some
one.
The light was admitted from an opening overhead, and he could see a pile of skins lying in
one corner. Upon this couch sat the form of a
beautiful girl. Elated at his discovery the Chinaman remained stock still in his tracks. He·
partly turned to leave the place, so he might
inform Young Wild West of his discovery. But
seeing that the Mad Mexican was not there, it
occurred to him that he might take the girl to
the camp with him, so he turned and stepped
softly toward her. When she saw her unexpected
visitor the captive gave a violent start, and then
a scream of joy came from her lips, for she no
doubt considered him as her rescuer.
"Lat allee light," said Hop, raising his hand.
"No makee so muchee noise, so be. Me takee
you 'way flom here. Me allee samee goodee
Chinee."
But at that moment quick footsteps were heard
close at hand, and the next instant the Mad Mexican rushed in, brandishing his club, while his
eyes gleamed like coals of fire.
CHAPTER IX.-The Mad Mexican Is Captured.
Young Wild West, Cheyenne Charlie, and
Arietta rode up the mountainside with the intention of making direct for the dese1·ted camp.
As they rode along they were on the watch, as
they did not know at what moment they might
come upon the Mad Mexican. But they saw
nothing of him, nor did they meet any one else
and in due time they came in sight of the solitary
tent which stood in the little hollow. Bringing
their horses to a halt, they dismounted, and then,
bidding his companions to remain where they
were for a short time, Wild crept forward and
took a look at the camp. To all appearances
everything was the same as when they had left
it the day before.
"It don't look as though any one's been here
since we was here," said Charlie, as he took a
quick survey of the place. "Sorter strange, ain't
it, Wild?"
"It is a little puzzling, Charlie," was the reply. "But that's all right. We'll stop here for an
hour, and if we don't see anvthing of the camp
in that time we will proceed to nw.ke a search
again. In the meantime we'll act just a.a
though this is our own camp."
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The horses were soon tied, and· then · the three
proceeded to act as though they were owners of
the tent, and took th,ings in an easy sort of
fashion. Wild was doing considerable thinking
meanwhile, an suddenly an idea came in his
head.
"Charlie," said he, "suppose we set a trap
for our man? I have no doubt that he is prowling
somewhere about, and knows we are here at this
moment. We might rig a noose in the bushes, if
we can find where he is in the habit of walkin~,
and then we could catch him:"
"Jest ther thing!" exclaimed the scout, his
eyes lighting up. "I never thought of that."
"I think it is well worth trying, Wild," Arietta
•
·
said.
"All right, then. We will get right at work."
The boy now took his lariat and started off
in search of a spot where he could ri,g the noose.
He was not long in finding something that looked
like a path between the dense bushes. Then,
with the assistance of the scout, he spread the
noose and carefully covered it with leaves and
twigs.
"Now, then," said he, in a whisper, "I reckon
we have got to put up something in the way of
a bait to attract the madman here. What shall
it be, Charlie?"
"Blamed if I know, Wild," and the scout
scratched his head and looked puzzled.
After thinking for a minute or two, Wild sent
back to the tent and asked Arietta for her hat.
"What a-i:e you going to do with it, Wild?" the
girl asked, in surprise.
"I am going to use it for a bait," was the
reply.
"A bait."
"Yes, we have got our trap set, so I mean to
hang your hat on a bush, so the madman can .;;ee;
it. I have an idea that when he does see it
he will be anxious to ,get hold of it. Then when
he comes to take it all we have got to do is to
pull quickly upon the rope, and we will have
him."
"The girl gave a nod.
"That plan ought to work, "Wild," she said, as
she nodded her head to her young lover.
The boy quickly returned to the place where
the noose had been slipped, and placing the hat
upon a bush, so _that the· madman would surely
step inside the rope if he t r ied to get hold of
it, he came back and joined his two companions.
Wild sat where his hand could grasp the end of
the lariat in a twinkling, and as a clump of
bushes lay betwee{} them and the spot where the
hat had been placed, he figured that he .,.mould
not have long to wait before the trap could be
sprung.
He was right in this, too, for scarcely ten minutes had passed when Arietta, whose eyes happened to be fixed upon th e ha t at th at rnorne:rt.
gave a start and touched Wild on the arm. The
boy knew what was up right away, and just as
he saw the hat disappear below the top of the
bushes he seized the rope and gave a violent t11g.
A fierce yell sounded, and then all t.hree ~ne\v
that the man had been caught. Wild did not
• attempt to run to the spot, but pulled upon the
lariat for all he was worth. The scout quickly
lent a hand, and then out from the bushes came
the Mad Mexican, the noose around hoth his legs.

'
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He was doing his best to catch hold of the bushes

to prevent being dragged forward, and some of

them were uprooted as he came steadily forward.
"I reckon we've got him, Wild," Charlie exclaimed, as he ran forward to ma e the madman
a prisoner.
"Look out for him, Charlie!" came the warning from our hero. "That man is as strong as a
lion. You can tell that by the way he is acting."
But the scout did not heed him. He pounced
uuon the madman as quick as a flash, and the
next minute the two were rollin,g upon the ground.
As powerful as Cheyenne Charlie was, he was
no match for the Mexican, who seemed to be
imbue<! with a strength that was superhuman.
Wild took thi in llt a. glance, and the next instant he sprang to Charlie's aid. But the moment the Mexican felt Wild's hands upon him
he let go of the scout and rolled over so suddenly that he sent the boy flying from him.
Kicking himself free from the noose, he uttered
a savage ye"ll and ran back for the bushes.
Arietta could easily have shot him, but she had
no such intention, so the result was that he was
out of sight before either Wild or Charlie could
make a start after him.
"Well," said the young deadshot, shaking his
head as he brushed off his clothing, "I reckon
the trap worked all right, but after we sprung it
we couldn't hold our man. But never mind.
We'll get him before the day is over. I am confident of that."
A couple of minutes later all three left the
spot, going in the direction the. madman had taken
when he disappeared in the bushes. They continued the search for fully two hours, and
though they several times passed the very spot
where Hop had found the entrance to the secret
cave, they never once realized that they_ were so
near their quarry. Finally, completely tired out,
for the sun was shining fiercely over their heads,
the three came back and sat down in the shade of
a tree near the tent.
"This is what I call mighty hot work," declared Cheyenne Charlie, shaking his head.
"Where in thunder kin that crazy galoot be, anyhow?"
"Don't get discouraged, Charlie," Wild West
retorted, smiling at the scout. "There's plenty
of time between now and night, you know."
"Well, it must be ,gittin' putty near noon. I
know I'm gettin' sorter hungry. Ther wrastlin'
around I've done, an' ther walkin' an' creepm'
through ther bushes, has sorter emptied my
stomach. Blamed if I ain't goin' ter have somethin' ter eat putty soon."
•
Charlie kept on talking in this strain until at
last he got up and went inside the tent. Presently he came out, carrying a small iron pot
and a paper bag that contained coffee.
. ,,
"I'm goin' ter make some coffee, \V 1ld, he
said.· "There is a jug of water in the1·e. I
thought it might be whisky first, but when I
pulled ther cork out an' smelled of it I could
easily tell it was water."
"Alt right " was the reply. "Fetch out the
water. I re~kon a cup of coffee will straighten
us all up a little."
Returning to the tent, the scout picked up
the water-jug and quickly brought it outside.
"'Now, then, 'Wild," said he, "s'pose you go

ahead an' fix up things while I pick up some_
wood to start a fire."
The boy was not long in dumping a quantity
of the coffee into the pot, and then he poured
sufficient water upon it. Charlie was not long
in gathering the twigs necessary to start a fire.
When he had done this he struck a match :rnd
ignited the pile. When it was burning briskly
he placed some large pieces of wood upon it in
such .a way that the pot would be permitted to
set upon the top without toppling over. Arietta
had found a big spoon in the tent, as well as some
sugar, and she now stood waiting to lend her
assistance to the brewing of the coffee.
"I reckon there ain't nothin' much ter eat ;n
ther blamed old tent," said the scout, after he
saw that the pot was in position and in a fair
way to boil presently. "I'll jest take a look
inside."
He was gone about five minutes, and when he
r.e turned he carried a rasher of bacon and some
dry bread.
The three sat around the fire, taking care not
to keep too close to it, f~r it was. certainly hot
enough in the hollow without bemg subJected
to the heat that came from the blazing fagots.
In a few minutes the coffee began to simmer in
the pot. Wild took some pieces of wood and
placed them so they would act as a brace as
the wood burned away beneath the pot. Charlie
had the bacon ready to broil upon the coals after
the pot was removed, and he sat watching patiently.
"Wild" said Arietta, who had regained possession ~f her hat, and who now put it on her
head and rose to her feet. "I think I will take
a circle about the camp and listen for any
sounds that might be heard. I am quite positive
that the Mad Mexican is still somewhere close
by."
"All right, Et, but look out he don't get hold
of you," the youn,g deadsh?t replied.
"Oh, I shall be on the watch," she declared.
"The moment I set eyes on him I will fire a shot
from my revolver. Then you will know enoflgh
to come to the spot."
"But don't go more than a hundred feet from
the camp at any time, Et," said the boy, shaking his head. "There is no telling what that
fellow might do. Since he has abducted one
girl, he might take a notion to get hold of another."
She again assured him that she would be
very careful, and then she started to make a
circle of the camp. When she had been gone
two or three minutes Wild decided that the coffee
had boiled enough.
"Charlie," said he to the scout who was si~
ting on the ,ground near him, "I reckon this is
about fit to drink now. Give me that spoon."
"Here yer are, Wild," was the reply. "I'll
jest git this bacon slit in two, an' broil it, so
it will be fit ter eat."
As Wild lifted the pot from the fire a revolver
shot sounded. Turning quickly, the young deadshot saw the Mad Mexican leaping toward him
. with a club ready to strike him down. It was
Arietta who had fired the warning shot, and aa
Wild saw her but a few feet behind the madman
he leaped aside with wonderful quickness. Thudl
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Down came the big club upon the ground where
he had been but an instant before. Cheyenne
Charlie was upon his feet in a twinkling, and as
the man pitched forward from the effects of the
powerful blow he had struck, the scout hit him
a hard blow upon the back of the head with the
butt of his revolver. A gasp came from the Mad
Mexican, and then his arms stretched out and
he lay motionless upon his face.
"Quick, Wild," said the scout. "Fetch a rope
here. I've jest stunned ther galoot. He'll come
to in a jiffy."
But Wild did not need to be told what to do.
Already he had grasped his lariat, and springing forward, he seized the prostrate man's arms
, and drew them across his back. Arietta sprang
to his assistance, and they quickly tied his wrists
to~ther. But not satisfied with this, Wild passed
the rope several times around his arms at the
elbows, and when he had made the last knot
he felt satisfied that as powerful as he was, the
Mad Mexican could not get his hands free. The
task had barely been finished when the fellow
began to struggle and utter yells like those of a
wild beast. Seeing this, Wild quickly ran around
the -nearest tree with the rope, and as the prisoner got upon his feet he gave a pull upon it
that sent him sprawling upon his back again.
Two or three times the Mad Mexican managed
to get nearly erect, but each time there was a
pull upon the rope, and he went further toward
the tree. At last he was there, and then the boy
ran around quickly two or three times and pinned.
him to the tree. The face of the crazed man was
black with rage, while his eyes glittered dangerously. Short gasps and yells came from his
lips, and presently he began spitting foam.
"That's all right, old fellow," said the young
deadshot, nodding to him. "I reckon we have
got you now. The quicker you cool down the
better it will be for you."
"I shot just in time, Wild," said Arietta, who
had been not a little excited at the narrow escape
Wild had met with. "I had just about gone
around the camp when I suddenly saw the man
creeping up. He was making straight toward
you, and I could tell instantly that he was bent
upon striking you down with that awful club.
I ran forward lightly, and then fired the shot."
"Well, Et," and Wild looked at her and smiled,
"if you had not fired the warning shot I suppose
I would have had my head crushed in by that
club. It is certainly a dangerous looking thing,
isn't it?"
He picked up the club as he spoke, and found
it wa~ so heavy that it was all he could do to
, wield it over his head. The prisoner happened
to be looking at him just then, and when he saw
him go through the movement of swinging the
club a sudden change came over him. His face
relaxed and a different expression came from his
eyes. He looked at the three as though he had
not seen them before, and then rubbed his head
against the tree as though it pained him.
"How do you feel, senor?" Wild asked, for he
was quick to note the change in the man.
"Where am I?" came the query, in Spanish.
They all knew what the question meant, but
Wild was the only one who can speak the language, so as to make himself understood.
"Can you speak English, senor?" he asked.

The prisoner nodded.
"Where am I?" he asked, in English this tin;e.
"Don't you remember anything that has hap.
pened lately?" queried the boy.
The Mexican shook his head.
"You are Senor Vegas, are you not?"
"Ohl" and a sudden light came in the madman's eyes, and he gave a nod of assent.
"Where is the senorita?" demanded Wild.
The · prisoner turned his head and looked to
the left, but said nothing.
"Now then, I reckon we know where to look
for her, Wild," spoke up the scout. "Ther galoot
has given himself away."
"You're right, Charlie," was the reply. "But
keep still. Tell me where the senorita is," Wild
demanded, at the same time fixing his eyes upon
those of the prisoner.
The prisoner said nothing, but made a de5perate effort to free himself from the tree. But
he said nothing more than to shake it violently,
for it was not a very large one.
«well," said Wild, turning to Charlie and
Arietta, "since I am quite certain he looked in
the right direction, we may as well go and try
and find the place where the girl is hidden."
CHAPTER X.-Conclusion.
Hop Wah was hardly prepared to see the madman, and so fierce did he look that the Chinama..,
was much frighteend. He gathered himself to-gether as quickly as he could, and started to fl.a,w
from the spot, but before he was half way to
the entrance of the cave a heavy hand gripped
his shoulder, and he was seized and dragged back
as though he was a mere child in the hands of
the Mad Mexican.
"Hip hi! lookee outtee ! Whattee mattee ?" ho
cried.
But the jagged club was raised threateningly,
and Hop at once ceased his cries. Passing through
the cave where the girl sat in such a disconsolate manner, Hop's captor dragged him into a
small dark apartment that was as damp as
though it had been a cellar. Then a rope was
quickly wound about his body, pinning hi s arm~
to his sides, ,md then the Mad Mexican left the
place. Hop waited until he heard his footstep s
die out, and then he began to struggle to free
himself. But his efforts seemed to be in vain,
for the rope was wound about him many time;:,
and he could not get his hands in a position to
untie it. Knowing that the girl was in the adjoining cave, he desisted his efforts, and decide;
to call out to her.
"Hello, missee!" he said, rather faintly.
There was no answer at first, and then a voice
said_:
"Are you alive?"
"Me velly muchee alive, but me no gittee upp'!~,
so be. Um biggee lope allee 'lound me. Yon
comee make me loose, and len me takee you away
flom here."
"Alas!" came the reply, in a dejected tone of
voice, "I cannot help you, for I am tied so I
can't move more than half a dozen feet. My
uncle is mad, and he has said he is going to
keep me here always."
"Lat velly muchee bad. so be," Hop exclaimed.
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"But nevee mind. Maybe me findee um way to
gittee lose. Um Mad Mexican allec samee gone
now."
"But he will come back soon," declared the girl.
"He never goes away long at a time. He seems
to be very uneasy to-day, and I th6u,ght there
must be somebody around-perhaps someone looking for me."
"Lat light, missee. Young Wild West allee
samee lookee for you. Your father askee Young
Wild West allee samee comee to look. He taki;e
you back to your home, so be."
"If I could only get free I would come and
liberate you," she said, after a pause. "I will try
to saw this th· ck rope against a sharp rock here,
and maybe I can break it." .
"Lat light; you tly velly muchee hard."
• Hop said this with no little uneasiness, for he
feared the rct,,rn of the Mad Mexican. Perhaps
the man might take a notion to put him to death.
He knew W:ry well that Wild, Charlie and Arietta
were too far away from the spot to be heard if
he shouted for help. The only thing to do, then,
was to wait until the girl had sawed the rope in
two, for he could do absolutely nothing. He
could hear the captive senorita sawing away at
the rope. For ·ten minutes she kept at it unceasingly ,and then Hop asked her how she was
making out.
"I am not ha!£ done yet," she replied. "If he
only stays away for half an hour I may be able
·
to do it."
Then she worked away at intervals until the
half hour had passed. But the rope was hardly
half severed yet. The stone she was working
upon was none too sharp, but it was the best
there was to be found within her reach. If it
had been a man instead of a ·weak, terrified girl
the rope must have been broken apa1·t by this
time, but the longer she worked the weaker she
became, and finally she was forced to give it up
and take a long r~t. In this way an hour passed
by. Though He>p felt pleased because the Mad
Mexican had not returned, he was getting more ,
anxious every minute. He urged the girl to keep
on sawiilg at the rope, but after a while she
made no reply. The fact was that she had become so exhausted that she had fainted or fallen
into a sort of sleep. It was galling to the Chinaman to be kept there in that way, and after he
had borne it as long as he thought he possibly
could he sta1·ted · to roll over and try and wriggle
himself into the other cave. As he finally reac!1ed the cave and rolled over the senorita awake
with a start.
"Oh!" she exclaimed, for she could speak1
English quite fluently, "you have managed to get
here. I am so glad."
"Lat allee light," answered Hop, as he rolled
himself to her feet. "You untrie . um lope velly
muchee quickee."
Her hands being free, she lost no time in setting at work. But it was at last accomplished,
and then Hop lost no time in liberating her.
The madman had not taken the trouble to make
a search of Hop's clothing, so he still retained
possesion of his big revolver. He had no sooner
led the girl out into the open air then he drew
his weapon and fired two shots in the air, sending up a stream of fire with eMh one.

"Hello, Hop!" a voice called out so close to him
that the Chinaman could scarcely believe his
senses.
"Misler Wild, Misler Wild!" he called out,
The next minute he saw Wild and Arietta
pushing their way through the bushes. Then
Cheyenne Charlie showed up. Our friends were
certainly astonished, for they had not expected
·the Chinaman to be anywhere near, and the fact
that he had really found the girl and rescued
her from her prison was indeed surprising.
Arietta promptly took charge of the girl, and
then they returned to the camp where they had
left the prisoner tied to the tree. As they reached the spot they found the Mad Mexican hanging limp, his head dropped down over his shoulder, and his face very pale. There was something
about him that told Young WIid West that the
man was dead, and he rushed forward and quickly ascertained that such was the fact. In hie;
efforts to free himself the crazed creature had
no doubt broken a blood vessel and had died
while they were hunting for the captive girl. Wild
cut the body loose, and then Charlie assisted him
to carry it into the tent, where it was covered
by a blanket.
Then the Mexican girl was given a place on
Arietta's horse, and they all set out down the
mountain for San Bana. None of them seemed
to mind the intense heat, but went on until
they came to the camp. Jim, Evans and the
girls were delighted when they learned that the
search for the Mad Me-xican had proved successful. Wild dispatched Charlie to the army post,
and he quickly returned, accompanied by Captain
Carr. He knew the girl auite well, and he quickly
assured her that everything was all right. Wild
soon related to him what had happened, and then
the rescued girl took her departure. That evening Senor Vegas came to the camp and tearfully thanked the rescuers of his daughter.
Then he wanted to make Wild a present of a
large sum of money, but the boy flatly refused it.
There was no use of insisting, so Vegas finally
gave it up, but before he left he made them
pr_omise that they would call at his residence the
following day. This they did, including Evans,
and it was a very pleasant visit they had, too.
The hunter did not care much about leaving that
part of the country. for he admitted to our hero
as they came back from the hidalgo's place that
he had fallen in love with the rescued girl, and
had reason to believe that it was returned.
"All right, then," said ·wild. "You stay aroun,i
here and court the Mexican beauty, if you like.
Since Pedro and the other greasers have not seen
fit to bother us, and the bad man has reformed,
I reckon there is no need of our staying around
here any longer. We will strike out and look
for something else in the line of excitement and
adventure."
There is nothing more to add to our story-,
save that we might state that a couple of months
later Wild received a letter from Walter Evanc;,
which told that he was to marry the pretty
daughter of Senor Vegas, who had passed
through such a thrilling adventure with the Mad
Mexican.

Next week's issue will contain "YOUNG WILD
WEST AND THE COWBOY MILLIONAIRE;
or, HEMMED IN BY ENEMIES."
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CUR REN T NEW S
OREGON 'S "SOAP LAKE"
"Soap Lake" is in the northwes tern part of
Oregon. If the water is stirred or beaten with a
stick it foams thick suds. When rubbed between
the hands it has a soapy feeling. Animals refuse to drink the water.

JOB FOR PiED PIPER
Any modern Pied Piper can have a job at the
Capitol. Superinte ndent Elliot Woods will see
that he gets well paid for his melodies. But he
- must make good.
Rats are becoming so numerous at the Capitol
as to be a pest. They are attracted in large part
by the quantities of garden seeds which are sent
out to constitue nts from the offices of the members of the Senate and the House.
Shortly before adjournm ent Congress appropriated $4,500 to extermina te the rodents. An
expert was employed . He made liberal use of
poison which, unfortuna tely, killed some of the
rats but left their bodies scattered about the
buildings . Thereupo n the extermin ator quit the
job. There are regiments of rats left, and a new
expert is wanted.

ABOUT WATCHE S

It is well known that a watch will stop for some

unexplain ed reas_on and go on again all right if it
is given a slight jolt. The same trouble may not
occur again for years. This is an accident to
which all watches are liable when worn on the
person. It is due to the delicate hairsprin g catching in the hairsprin g stud or in the regulatin g
pins. The cause is generally a sudden jump or
quick movemen t, such as boarding a car, etc., etc.
A watch should be oiled every eighteen months,
because no oil can be made which will not dry
up in that time. A watch will sometime s run a
number of years without oiling, but the wear and
tear on a watch in which the oil is dried up is
much greater than when it is regularly and properly oiled. Never attempt to oil your watch. Let
a watchmak er attend to it. One of the most perplexing faults to find is a little burr on the tooth
of a wheel. This rarely happens, but when it does
it causes a good deal of trouble.
Women and watches do not agree. In proportion to the number sold there are twice as many
watches repaired for women as for men. Women
rarely wind a watch up 1-egularly. A watch
should always be wound every morning, so that
the spring shall be at its strongest tension during
the day.

MON EY GIVEN AW AY
A CASH PRIZE CONTEST BEGAN IN

''MYS TERY MAG AZIN E'' No. 120

Get a Copy and Read the Conditions - It Is Very Simple
Clip as many coupon s as you can from "Mystery Magazine" and
send them to us when the contest closes. To the four persons who
real money. In
send in most coupons we are going to pay prize ,
of the prize
amount
full
the
erect
off
prize
any
the event of ties for
nt.
contesta
tying
each
to
awarded
tied for will be
Here are the prizes:
$25.00 for the largest number of coupons
15.00 for the second largest number of coupons
10.00 for the third largest number of coupons
5.00 for the fourth largest number of coupons
Get busy! Gather the coupons. Tell your friends about it.
Get extra copies of the magazine and cut them out. Get busy!
"Myste ry Magazine" is on sale at all newsst ands-1 0 cents a copy.
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher~ Inc., 166 W. 23d Street, New York
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Charlie, the Chauffeur
-OR-

l'HE LUCK OF A WORKING LAD'
By DICK ELLISON
(A SERIAL STORY)
CHAPTER XX.-(Continued).
They went bowling through the pass at what
•s eemed reckless speed. The two men who had
taken Charlie into the tonneau with them did not
remove their masks, nor for a few minutes did
they speak, but at last the silent one turned to
Charlie, and asked his name in a soft, persuasive
voice.
"He knows my name. I suppose' he has told
you," replied Charlie, waving his hand in the direction of' the chauffeur.
"Charlie Brown?"
"That's it."
"Son of Nathan Hippolyte Br·own, of Rochester,
New York?"
"My mother lived in Rochester at the time my
father deserted her, if that's what you mean."
"Where does she live now?"
"Find out."
"Boy, don't be a foot Very important may it
be to your mother that I should know her address."
"Boss, you've gone the wrong way to work to
get information out of me."
"Cut that out and answer my question."
"I shan't do it, but as my father seems to be
mixed up in this business-there can't be two
Hippolytes-I'll tell you this much for your information; neither my mother nor I know anything
about my father and we care less. You'll make
nothing out of me."
"By thunder, he's a chip of the old block, this
lad," put in the other. "Little question as to
whose son he is."
"Hush! We must go slow," was the reply.
"There's a way of settling the question, as you
know. It certainly looks as if we had struck luck
all right and we don't want to spoil it by any
cheap blunders."
After that they sat in silence, leaving Charlie
guessing what all this oould possibly mean. And
well might he guess, for probably the boy had not
heard his mother mention his father's name a
dozen times within his recollection. As Charlie
had only been three years old when Mr. Brown
walked out and his sister Netta only one, neither
of them could have any memory of their parent,
although Charlie had sometimes thought that he
could recall his father's face.
When the car reached the top of the pass the
soft-spoken man, who had repeatedly looked back,
remarked that he could see no signs of them and
he thought it would be safe to take the lower
trail.
"Very well, then; blindfold the boy," was the
reply.
A handkerchief was then tied over Charlie's

eyes and Jim Flanders, who did no talking, drove
the car on. Presently Charlie realized that they
were descending a very steep incline. Flanders
evidently knew his business, for he advanced with
the greatest caution. Once when the car skidded
the soft-spoken man se.e med greatly alarmed and ,
called to him to be careful.
"It's all right, boss," replied Flanders. "The
worst is over now. I've driven the old man down
this trail a thousand times .. "
"That's not the point," was the retort. "I'm
not ready to join the old man yet, wherever he
is."
"I guess there isn't much doubt as to where he
is if there is a hereafter," his companion replied
with a short laugh.
'
But Flanders was 1·ight, for the worst was over
and soon they were running on the level.
The handkerchief was now removed and Charlie saw that they w,e re in a deep valley of broad
extent with towering peaks all about them.
They ran on for nearly an hour without coming to the end of this depression and at last began approaching a tall frame structure built
against the mountain. It was a quartz mill.
Charlie had seen many such since he hit Colorado. There were several buildings standing
about it as well as the remains of others which
had been destroyed by fhe, but not a soul was in
sight nor did any one appear when the car was
finally rounded up before a long two-story structure which looked as if it might have been built
for the boarding-house of this now evidently deserted mine.
"There don't seem to be anybody here," remarked the talkative mask.
"Noakes can't be far away," was the reply.
"I sent him word what might happen and told
him to be on hand . .Jim, you go see if you· can
scare him up." ·
Flanders left the car and, after being gone
some time, returned with a very dirty and very
sleepy-looking man who looked as if he had been
drinking heavily.
"Hello!" he growled. "So you got the lad eh?"
"As you see," was the reply. "What's the matter with you? Can't you keep sober long enough -·
to attend to business?"
"I'm all right."
"The mischief you are. You've been hitting the
booze again just as if 'you didn't realize the importance of this situation to some people I could
name. Did you pick up a helper as I told you
to?"
"Sure."
"Who?"
"Buck Connors."
"Good enough. Where is he now?"
"Thar was a b'ar prowling 'round hyar last
night and Buck's went out arter him with his
gun."
"All right. We'll plant the boy and then you
fix up some grub, for we're about starved."
"O. K. Say, boss?"
"Well?"
"I want to ax one question. 'Tain'£ none of my
bizness how you uns ketched this lad, but is thar
any danger of him being follered ?"
(To be Continued.)
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ITEMS OF GENERAL INTEREST
HIS MONEY FLEW
Business men of the vicinity of the First National Bank, Pa1:is, Ky., the other afternoon were
surprised on gazing toward the sky to see the air
full of $5, $10 and $20 hills. Edmund Sharp, an
employeu of a market, had gone to the bank to
make a deposit. As he stepped from his machine
in front of the building, he dropped the bankbook
containing several hundred dollars in bills. A
sudden gust of wind scati.e,:ed the money.
A wild scramble ensued. Scores of men and
boys joined in the rush, a part of the bills being
found a mile from the scene of the loss.
"BURGLAR" WAS A PIG
Hunt Station police, Detroit, Mich., headed by
Lieut. John Sosinski, participated in an exciting
"burglar" chase early one morning which resulted in the capture in a shed of a black and
white pig with a brass collar around its neck,
whose grunting _ and squealing at 4 a. m. so
alarmed a milkman that he ru hed into the station
and said that a man was breaking into a nearby
house. Lieut. Sosinski and his men ran across the
street from the station, and the Lieutenant,
George Gries and Lawrence Kieffer, patrolmem,
finally cornered the pig. On~ thing more-Whose
pig is it?
DIGS HIS OWN GRAVE
"William J. Morris, octogenarian, of Concord, a
village four miles from Seaford, Del., has made
all arrangements for his departing from this
world.
He has dug his own grave in the Concord Cemetery and placed a concrete vault therein for the
casket containing his body, in addition to selecting his nallbears, officiating minister, etc., for
his burial.
Morris, while he has made all arrangements for
his burial, looks good for many years to come.
During a homecoming of the Sons of Concord,
held in the village in August, and one James
Cannon, another octogenarian of the hamlet,
danced several jigs and otherwise furnished entertainment for the visitors.
UNEARTH GREEK TOWN IN ITALY
Italy's leading archoelogists are deeply interested in a discovery which promises to throw
light on early Italo-Green history.
_ As the result of casual digging by some youths
what is believed to be the old Green town of
Sireon has been revealed near Sorrento and not
far from Naples. Sireon was believed to have
been the sanctuary of the irens (the sea nymphs
who lured mariners to destruction by their singing) and as such is mentioned by Virgil (Aeneid,
book 5, verse 864), Strabo (the Roman geographer, who lived at the same time), Homer and
Hesiod, a contemporai-y of Homer.
So far one of the city gates has been unearthed.
They are of enormous blocks of tufa (volcanic
atone) carefully smoothed and fitted. A party
wall has also been exposed.

BAD LUCK IN 2-DOLLAR BILLS
?-'he reasons for the superstition that $2 bills
brmg bad luck are problematical.
One popular explanation is that folks are afraid
they will pass a "two" for a "one," says the Boston Glob~. Gamblers and sports, particulai-ly
c~rrY_ th_eir money in heavy rolls with the largest
bills inside, and c~aim that it is easy to peel a $2
bill from the outside and pass it for a "one." Argum~nts and disputes with shopkeepers frequently
follow. as to the denomination of the bill passed.
. Agam, ~olks who handle large numbers of small
bills are hkely to get a $2 not sandwiched in with
a number of $1 bills and in counting forget to
make allowance for the extra "seed."
Still another possible reason for the jinx was
suggested by a Boston banker.
"Two-dollars bills are frequently used by counterfeiters and crooks," said he. "A man can split
a $2 bill right through the middle, then split a
twenty-paste one part of the two with another
half of the twenty and thus make two twenties
out of a $20 and a $2 bill. By passing the $20
side up they can get away with it more often than
you would believe."
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THE MAN WITH THE HATCHET
By HORACE APPLETON
The night I landed in St. Petersburg is rained.
An hour later the rain had turned to snow, and
.such a snow storm I never saw before and never
want to see again.
You see, I was almost famished, for I had not
tasted a bite.of anything since leaving Warsawthat's in Poland, you know-and I made for a
1·estaurant the moment I left the train, and spent
that hour at the table; for it takes time to get
anything to eat in Russia, and, as a rule, it is not
ood for much after you get it, in my of thinking.
was a New York boy, and if New York boys
don't know what is good to eat, I should like to
know who does.
You see, I was at Columbia College, in my first
year, when word suddenly reached me that my
father, who had gone to Russia on business, had
suddenly dropped dead of heart disease while
walking along the N ewsky Prospect.
He left $75,000 on deposit with Boudelwitzky
& Pokemoff, his agents, and they, owing to some
complication or other, refused to give it up unless
I my father's only heir, appeared before them in
~rson, and testified to a certain private matter
mto which I do not care to go.
The upshot of it was I received a letter from
Count Stewiacke, my father's friend, telling me
to come to St. Petersburg at once, and I went.
As I said before, I arrived there on the night of
the big snow storm. After dinner at the restaurant before mentioned I took a sleigh for the
Hotel des Italians, to which I had been directed,
and when I went to pay for the ride I discovered
that I had been robbed of my last cent. I was
in a bad fix. The driver of the telega made a
fearful row, sputtered away in Russian, shook his
fist in my face, drew a crowd, and finally wound
up by seizing my valise and making off with it,
leaving me in a worse fix than ever.
It was after midnig-ht, and snowing furiously.
I was only a boy of eighteen, and could not speak
a word of Russian nor any other language except
English. I knew no one in St. Petersburg. Even
my letter of introduction to Count Stewiake was
in my valise, which I had not been able to secure
as yet.
As the crowd began to press about me, I grew
frightened. I had an idea that every stranger in
Russia lived in momentary danger of being hustled off to Siberia. Now, I did not want to go to
Siberia, so I went into the hotel.
I had just .made up my mind that the only
thing for me to do was to put myself in the hands
of the police, when two gentlemen forced their
way to my side, and to my intense relief addressed me in my native tongue.
"What's the trouble, young man?" demanded
one, a tall, well-dressed person, with a long black
beard. I told him my situation in a few words.
He spoke hastily to his companion in Russian,
and then turned and addressed the crowd, which
immediately dispersed.
"You have had a narrow escape," he said,
apeaking in English agai~ "It is a very danger-

f

ous thing for a young stranger like you, who can't
speak our language, to find himself alone in St.
Petersburg by night. Have you no friends?"
I mentioned the name of Count Stewiacke.
"Good! You shall see the count in the morning," said my protector. "For to-night you must
come with me, and I will give you a bed in my
house. My name is Smith. I am an Englishman. You may thank your stars that I came
upon you as I did, for I have lived in St. Petersburg for years, and know the ropes."
He led me through several streets until at last
we paused before a small, gloomy-looking dwelling, into which we entered.
Once we were inside the house, a neat little
supper was served, and after I had eaten all I
wished, and told these strangers all my business,
I retired to a small room on the ground floor, •
very thankful that I had found such kind friends.
I undressed myself and went to bed, but somehow I could not sleep. For an hour I lay there,
tossing and turning, when suddenly I heard a
noise at the window shutter which sent my heart
up into my throat. A cold blast struck me, and
the snow came whirling into the little chamber in
one great gust.
The window had been thrown open and through
it sprang a man. He would have frightened the
boldest person who ever breathed. He was young,
but little older than myself, and dressed in a shab-by uniform. He wore no hat, and his hair was
badly tousled; his eyes blazed with all the fire of
madnes~ He carried a glittering hatchet in his
hand, which he waved wildly as he leaped toward
the bed, hissing out some unintelligible sentences
in Russian.
I did not dare to move. I could only watch
him. He took off every stitch of clothing, and
then made me get up and take off the undershirt
which I wore.
Of course I demurred, but there was no help
for it. He shook the hatchet at me and off came
the shirt.
I put on his clothes and he put on mine. I was
the man with the hatchet-all but the hatchet;
that he kept himself. Brandishing his hatchet at
me he unlocked the door, then went out into the
hall, taking the key with him and locking the door
on the outside.
It look me a good five minutes to recover from
my astonishment. Then I began to think, and
remember that this stranger had all my private
papers. That those other strangers-such obliging gentlemen-knew all my private business;
that I had even been fool enough to tell them
about the $75,000.
After thinking the matter over, I came to the
conclusion that the best thing I could do was to
climb out of the window and put myself in charge
of the first policeman I met.
I paused suddenly. My breath almost stopped.
I had not heard a sound at the window, but there
were two soldiers peering in.
Perceiving that they were observed, one of
them raised his musket and covered me, at the
same time calling out something in Russian.
•
The second soldier leaped in through the wondow and handcuffed me. The ne~ thing I knew
I was dragged out of the window and found myself hurried through the sloppy streets.
At last we came to a large, imposing buildins,
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into which I was hurried. Here I was taken into
the presence of an officer, a tall man, with a
wicked face, and immensely long mustache. He
· spoke to me in Russian. I answered him in English.
He spoke again, more :fiercely, and when I answered, he drew his sword and with the :flat of
the blade struck me across the face.
"For heaven's sake find someone who can speak
English!" I cried. "It is all a mistake. I am not
the person you take me to be. I am an American I
I--"
But he struck me again, shouting angrily. Then
a bell sounded, and the two soldiers appeared and
dragged me to a dark, dirty cell deep down under
the building, reached by so many stone steps
that I thought their end would never come. They
thrust me into the cell and the door slammed be- •
hind me.
"Brace up, Gus," I murmured to myself.
"You're in a bad fix, but you must show them that
a New Yorker is no coward. A fellow can only
die once!"
I did not think I spoke loud enough for anyone
to hear, but I was mistaken, for instantly out of
the darkness a reply came.
"Ha, ha! Since ven do you speak ze Ingles,
Ivan Jouroma? Liar! You tell me you speak him
not!"
"Who speaks to me'?" I faltered. "I am not
Ivan Jouroma. I am an American. I have been
arrested by mistake."
"Ha! ha! ha! Very good shoke! You get not
far ven you run away, my American! So, sol
You cannot play the shoke on me. Speak Russian ! Vat for you put on ze airs vit us? Ve all
die ven de sun rises-so!"
At last, strange as it may seen, sleep came to
my relief. When I awoke it was no longer dark.
A soldier stood over me with a lantern. He was
shaking me by the shoulder. Outside stood two
more with a man in officer's dress. With them
were two poor wretches, barefooted and clothed
in rags. These had been my companions in the
cell.
"For heaven's s3:ke, Jisten to_ me!" I cried. "One
of you spoke Ei:1ghsh m the ~1ght. _I am not the
person they thmk me. It is a_ mistake! Tell
~em! Tell them I am an Ameri~;m, a stranger
m St. Petersburg. Tell them-"Yo? vill not n:i,ove ~e," spoke _one of the prisoners. m a low voice. Ze yarn v1ll n?t v~rk. B~
not a coward, Ivan Jouroma. You die with us!
They conducted us to an empt~ ~ault where
three ~mpty coffins _lay. Then placmg me b~fore
t~e middle coffin, w_ith one of the others on either
side of ~e, they blindfolded all three of us.
Two !mifleehshots soeu nd ed and two falls followeg.
.
ad com ·.
My ti
~y heart beat furiously as I listened for the
third rj:!port. Suddenly there was a rush and a
loud shout. Then excited voices talking all about
e were heard
What had h~ppened?
The suspense was terrible-worse even than
death itself, I thought, when suddenly the bandage was torn from my eyes.
Before me stood a gentleman in citizen's
clothes. "Are you Augustus Merrivale?" he de:mantled.
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"Yes! yes! Save me! Save--"
"Stop!" he cried, seizing my hand. "I am here
to save you. I am Count Stewiacke, your father's
·f:r>iend."
One minute later and it would have been too
late. Count Stewiacke, whose power was second
only to that of the Czar, arrived just in time.
It was curious, too, how it all came about.
I had started it myself, but I did not know that .
until the count told me when, later, we found ourselves seated comfortabl¥ at breakfast in his
princely mansion, to which I was taken at once.
You see, I told my story at the hotel, and mentioned the count's name.
Although I was rejected, it occurred to the hotel clerk after I had left that I might have told
the truth, and to offend Count Sewiacke would
have been a very dangerous thing.
He therefore sent a messenger to the count to ,
inquire if he knew any such person as Augustus,
Merrivale.
This brought the count to the hotel, and learn- ,
ing the circumstances, a detective was put upon. /
my track, who succeeded in tracing me to that1
dreadful house.
H~re the police were found in the act of arrestmg the :Inmates, and a young man was pushed
d
'th th" h tch t
th
forwOfa rd as ~te.
., a e , an
course i was e man wi
it ~ight have wo:ked if the count had not accompamed the detective.
Argustus Merrivale, able to speak no English,
but only ~ussian, mould not "go down" wiJ;h l
Count Stewiacke at all.
W~ll, he was not all bad.
His nan:i,e. ~as I van J ou~oma. He was a con- 1
demned N1h1hst, who had m some way managed ,
his escape.
When he found the game was up, he confessed
and told the truth.
That is the way Count Stewiacke came to learn
of my danger and how I happened to be saved.
All the rest remained a mystery. Who the two
men were I never knew.
"You have had quite enough of Russian politics, my boy," was all the count would say, in answer to my questions. "Those fellows we1·e expecting this Nihilist. They saw you in the street,
and were struck with your resemblance to him.
Therefore they took you up and-- But that is 1
enough for you to know. Make my house your
home. All that I can do to aid you shall be done.'"
Count Stewiacke was as good as his word.
Inside of two weeks I started on my return,
with the $75,000 safely deposited with a reliable
banking house, which engaged to forward it to
~ ew York, and did so.
"I hope you don't leave us with a disagreeable
impression of St. Petersburg, Mr. Merrivle," said
Count Stewiacke, as he bade me good-by .at the
rail ay stat·on
1
I '-h k d h' f
.t .'
Iw
1m or a 11
c an e
was po1i e m my rep1y.
to un~erstand I have
you
his ki~dness, but I want
no desire to see St. Petersburg agam.
Every time I think of Russia I hear the crack
of that fatal rifle, the thud of those poor wretches
against their coffins; I see a figure rise up before
me, and my heart seems to stand still-it is The
Man with the Hatchet."

,,
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TERMS TO SUBSCRIBERS
Single Co pi es ... . ..... . .. . .... .l' ustUK'O .l•ree
0
'•
One Copy 'l' hree ~iouth t,; .·. . . .
'•
One Cu1>.r S l x Mon th,;. .. . .. .
•
One Cop y One Yellr . . . . .... . .

7 Cents
90 Cent•

Sl.75
S.50

Cauaua, $4.00; ForeigJl, $1.50.
HOW 'l'O SE.N D MOJSEY-At our ris k send P . O.
Money Or uer, Cneck or R cgister etl L etter; r erui tta uces
lo an y otller w ay ure at yo ur ris k. W e '1CCe pt Postage
Stam v s t he sume us cas ll. Wh eu send in g ~!Iver w1up
the Coi u iu· a s •JJUta te piece of p a per to avoid cutting
th e en velo p,•. Writ<: \· our narue - and atldres s plmu!y.
·
Addre,;s letters to
}
Horry E. Woltr, Pre; .
Charles E . N y lander, Se c.
L. F. \Vllzin, Trea • .

HARRY E. WOLFF,
P ublisher, Inc.,
166 W. 23d St., N. Y.

ITEMS OF INTEREST
WOMAN GET $20,000 RE WARD
Twenty thousand dollar s; half of it cash and
half in Les Angeles r eal estate, is t he rewar d bequeathed Mrs. Jeannette Givens of Denver for
being the good Samaritan to W. P. Quackenbush,
whom she befriended in Kansas City a year ago.
He was ill and she gave him what aid she could.
•
He lived in Los Angeles.
POLICEMEN CARRY LIGHTS IN GLOVES
The Hague Police Prefect has introduced a
novelty in the regulation of traffic by night by
supplying some policemen with the means of illuminating their gloves.
The policeman carries an electric battery on
his belt, and when signalling to a motor car or
other vehicle he presses the second and third fingers together. Contact is thus made and an electric lamp inside his sleeve lit. The lamp throws
its light ont o the white glove which constitutes an
effective signal in the dark. By releasing the
pressure of his fingers contact is broken and the
signal ended.
INDIANS BAR BOBBED HAIR
Princess Newana Gayfish, Winnebago Indian
beauty of Hatfield, Wis., upset a thousand years
of tradition and her own domestic life when she
bobbed her hair and introduced her ' fellow-redskins to flapperism.
Her father, Chief Running Wolf, and her husband, Dan Grayfish, put on a war dance that.
made the silent forests sound like a ~-eunion of
boilermakers.
After the storm had cleared, Newana found
herself an exile, so far as her relatives were concerned. But not being easily disturbed, she accepted her misfortune with a smile, and that
evening she and her baby son turned their backs
on the old reservation and went to Nebraska,
where an uncle left her $15,000 and a large tract
of land. She will attempt to cultivate the land.
Newana is eighteen years old and has been
:married three years.

OLD MAN NEE DL E WORKER
The champion fancy work a rtist of Canon City,
Col., isn't a gentle, white-ha ired old lady.
The leading embroi der y needle wielder is gentle and white-ha ired, but the a rtist is a "he."
0. Lundber g, sevent y-eight yea r s of age, claims
the distinction of beating woman at her own pastime. His embroider y wor k and fancy needle
accomplishments have taken numerous prizes at
fai rs and exhibitions in Colorado.
Lundberg, a resident of the Odd Fellows'
Home, derives a lot of enjoyment from his needlework. Incident ally he has sold much of hi s wares
to women who are unable to execute the intricate
designs on linen a s successfully as Lundberg.
Other inmates of the home profit by Lundberg's
1trt as he has purchased magazines and newspapers for the entertainment of his comrades. Lundberg is self-taught and begal} embroidering only
eight years ago.

-----···--·LAUGHS

Alice---What makes you think your new photographs are so horrid? Gladys-All my gii:l
friends ask me for one, but my male friends
don't.
Mrs. Da sha way-How long had you known your
husband before you were married? Mrs. Gnaggs
- didn't know him at all. I thought I did.
Mrs. Newbride-You' ll not find me difficult to
suit, Mary. · Mary (the new cook)-I'm sure not,
ma'am. I saw your husband as I came in, ma'am.
"You look just the same a s ever," said the Dime
Saving Bank. "Well," replied the boy as he
shook the bank, "there appears to be no change
in you."
"Why didn't you send your man to mend my
electric bell?" "He did go, madam; but as he
rang three times and got no answer he decided
that there was nobody .at home."
"They gave poor Bill just three years for
sneezing." "Fo:r sneezing? How d'ye make that
out?" "Well, he was cr acking a safe and he
sneezeu and woke the watchman."
Johnson-Is it really true that your wife
left you? Jameson-Yes. And that's not
worst. "Why, what do you mean?" "I've
.
got a letter saying she's coming back."

has

the
just
.

"Now, Herbert," said the school teacher, "how
many seasons are there?" "Do you mean in the
United States?" "Yes, certainly." "Two." "Only
two? Name them." "Baseball and football."
The New York girl, spending her vacation in
the country, was complaining to the farmer about •
the savage way the bull regarded her. "Well,"
said the farmer, "it must be on account of that
r ed blouse you're wearing." "Dear me," said the
girl; "of course, I know it's awfully out of fashion, but I had no idea a country bull would notice it!"

GOOD READING

FREE

Bruat,ound, 1>0W•rfallea• H 0 1tel•nt18cal~·Jroand. MHle'f'er,one
eeedSa teleacope. Gdtbl • ftri • ,lar•• on • BEE for1ellln.-:Upks••

INCREASE OF HORSES IN CITIES
The Master Horseshoers' Protective Association is authority of the statement that the horse
population of Philadelphia, now ' 24,000, increased 24 per cent. over last year; that of New
York, which now has 72,000 horses, shows 12 per
cent increase; and that of Chicago, with 61,000
horses, is 18 per cent. more than in 1921. It is
claimed that all the other large cities of th_e
country show increases in the number of horses ..
The explanation in the now generally accepted
belief that horse-power is cheaper than auto
power for short-haul work.

• INGO COMPANY, De,.._ 4.88

ALBINO DEER SIGHTED
The first albino deer to be seen in the Adirondacks this season has been sighted near Ampersand Mountain. Several hunters and others hav.e
seen the buck's ghostly outline and have been so
startled by the strange creature that they have
been unable to raise their rifles to shoot. Ampersand Mountain marks a particularly rugged country which for many years has been productive of
deer and other game. Dick Disco was one of the
hunters to be suddenly confronted by the white
deer. He admits that the sight of the big buck
with its pure white hair and wide spread of antlers unnerved him.

The one song ot them all direct !rom the
author. Send 25 cents and get this wonderful song.

of a 1,ro Perfum.d Jronla• Wax ai lOo each. •nd no money.

BINGHAMTON.N, Yo

=

DEATH

OF

CAT LEAVES $26,000 FOR
DISPOSITION
A cat having died in Boston $25,000 in thrown
into the courts for disposition. Eighteen years
ago Miss Elen F. Barnard left her estate in trust
for her pets-seven cats, two dogs, two canaries,
a parrot and a cockatoo. "Mewsey," a cat, survived all the rest, and stood in the way of succession to the estate by Mrs. Leslie Wood Bond,
to whom it was to go on the death of the. pets.
Now, with the cat gone, eight nephews and
nieces, cut off with $10 each, seek equal shares
in the estate, contending that their aunt was of
unsound mind and was influenced in making her
will by Charles W. Bond, a lawyer, and by the
subsidiary legatee, his wife.
ALLIGATOR MAY BE SENT BY MAIL NOW
When is an alligator a harmless animal has
been a much mooted question. Many still believe
a young alligator a playful pet that can be kept
in the parlor as a playmate for the baby. Others
who have seen even the smallest alligator hang
onto an amicably extended forefinger with the
grim persistence of a steel vise may still be firm
in the belief that it's best to leave 'em alone at
any age.
The Post Office Department, however, has decided that alligators under twenty inches overall lengths are harmless. So are baby chicks, soft
ahelled crabs, blood worms, chameleons and baby
terrapins. It is ruled that all these may be sent
by mail.
For more than a year Uve fowl and domestic
aiHmals were acceptable for mailing when the
complete journey was made by motor trucks, but
this ruling was revoked more than a year ago.
Now only small live animals "having no offen sive ordor and requiring no food or water in
transit," such as the ferocious animals mentioned,
IDay be sent by mail.,

THAT GIRL IN MY OLD TOWN

S. 111. HOLGATE,
20 Mary St.
·
Pawtucket, R. I.

BOYi, YOU OAN HAKE BIG JIIONEY

1elllng the BOYS' :MAGAZINE each month.
Write us today tor 5 copies. SEND NO
MONEY.
~ddrus The Scott F. Redfteld Oo. be.
7259 lllain Bt., Bmethvort, Pa.

RIIWfA REAL

UVI J. RADIO SET
ABSOLUl1J.Y FREE
RUSH ~~~!s n:giJ ~t;,d ,~f1i
tell you ROW you can get this
Radio Set ABSOLUTELY FREE,

RADIO SET comes to'
you complete. with single
slide tuni.ng coiJ. cryst a l
detector and r>hone con•
denser, AND DOUBLE
HEAD PHONES.

No Batteries Requlred.

WrlteNoT:~:;ie~~- Free
Radio Plan.
HOME SUPPLY CO.
131 Duane St., Dept 243
New York Clb

- - - OLD

MONEY

WANTED - - -

$2 to $500 EACH paid !or hundreds ot
Old Coins ,elated before 1895. Keep ALL old
or odd money. Send 10 eta. for New Ill 's
Coin Value Book, 4x6. You may have valuable coins. Get Pos ted. W e pa y ca ·h.

OLARKE -COIN CO., Ave. 13, Le Roy, N. Y.

MARVELOUS XMAS
GIFT
- - Let's G o THE GAME HIT

You'll be fascinated by this thrilling
g ame. It's "Full ot P ep" - A game
tor young ·and old. Don't play It I!
you have a weak heart. Popular .U.:cti tlon P ostpaid, $1.50; DeLuxe E!lltlon
Postpaid, $3.00. Agents Wanted.
BOARDl\lAN & CROSS, Dept. 0
New York
809-311 Filth Ave.

LIT TLE ADS

Write to Riker & King, Advertising Offices, 1133 Broadway\ .New_ Yo:k City,. or
29 East Madison Street, Chicago, for particulars about advertmng ,,. tlus maga.une.

AGENTS WANTED

AGENTS to travel by automobile to J.utroduce our fast
selling, J)Opular priced househo'. d nece.ssu,ies.
'fh0
srea;cst line on earth. Mak e $10 a day. Comp,ete
outfit nnrt automobile furnlslu·d free to workerq. Wrte
today for exc~uslvo territory. AJnerkM Products Co.,
1926 Ame rican Bid&., Cinc innttl i. Oh io.

FORSALE
CHANCE big money, evea a fortun• , fasclnatinir book
''Reretiz'' $1; puts you wise to fac :..s. A. Benner,
Olympia, Wash.
LAND - SEEKERSr°ATTENTION l QpI)Ortunlty awaits

==-:-~-==-==

you near hr ving c ty m low r lllchi gan. 20, 40,
'80-acre 1rRets; only $10 to $50 down: balance on l(?ng
time. \Vrite today for FREE i Ji u ,t lt.::ted book1 f> t gtvP:g
1
tU.:l1J~~i"t~~~0
co.. 1268• FlrSI

·mJt i~rg;AND

M-

HELP WANTED

BE A RAILWAY TRAFFIC INSPECTOR I $110 to $250
mom.hl y, expe n~es p11 1(_t ufte r a mo nths' sparn• t lmc
stucly. Splendid 01mortu n1tles. Position guaranteed or

:'a~~f.

~1

]3~~~~:

5e5d.Tra~,~-,~~~e Jnts~:. J;~~alf~~~l~- Cll•lOl.

B~orAsir~;~~Je!i~~t~Uo~PJ~~n~;~;' d{:frt~~n

,~•':r~e wc~i!~

Lud wl:- .i:! l " •e 111 , 0 .,..l'r U hl!! .. K;i n c;u <"it.Y . Yo.
LADIES WANTED, and MEN, too, to address envelc,pcs 11111! m all lltlv enlsl11 :? matt er a0 home for }argo
mn iJ 01d1• r firms. i:rmrr or who le tlmP. Can make
Sl0 to s:rs ,v kh·. :Ko cfl olt nl or exr,(' rlence re<1ulrrd .
Book expla!m1 eve-ry1hJ ng: ~ nd 10 cts. to cover posLBae,
etc. Ward Pub. Co., T Iiton, N. H .
DETECT IVES EARN-BIGM ONEY. Gre:n deman d for
men and women. r,•a ~ci nating work. P artl culan tree.
Write. Amnk nn Detective ~-strm. 1068 TI'way. X. Y.
DISTRIBUTE our circu'ars and earn money. NortonAlcock Co .. 2!16 Broadway. N ew York.

BE A DETECTIVE:- f 50-$100""'ek 'y ; t ravel ov,r world;
ex_pe r lence unnec<.•ssary. .American Detec tlve .Agency.,

1028

Lu;•A~J;~~IPTS WANTED
ITORIES, POEMS, PLAYS, etc., ore "·•ntr rl for publl cnU011 . t;'u bmlt l1SS. or write Literary Bureau. 515
Bannlbal. )Jo.

MiSCELl.ANEOUS

UNDERGROUND TREAS URES-How and whero to ~nd
th Pm; pa rticulars for 2c. Model Co.• 21 Como Bldg.,
ChJcago. _= ~~ ~ ~ ~-,-~~ ~----,~~--~-,-~

CENTURY CLUB -Floclal,. helpful. Make new fr iends
through cor:-e~pond<> nce bun>au. Send stamp. Box 87.
Copley SQ. P. 0 . . Boston , Mass.
...

PERSONAL-Continu ed

MARRY-MARRIAGE DIRECTORY with photos and
descriptions tree. Pay when married. The Excnaoae,
De11r. .i•la. h'...'l n~a s City, .\!o.
LONESOME WIDOWS - Uet busy. write me, marry
wenlt.h. Mr. Hyde. Box SOS, 166 San Francisco.
MA.R RIAGE PaDer ~nest"ever'publlshed. American
D,mlbutor, 628 Mt. Pleasant. Pa. c=:--:-,-;-;--,::-:-:c-,; _
WHOM SHOULD YOU MARRY? We'll tell you. Send
30c and blrth date to Cbara r ter S t.udl~s, 151~ Muonlo
Temp•o, :'\cw York CILY.
LONESOME ~ lak; -frienrls everywhere, many wea lthy.
Par\..cu :ars for stamp. Smith K., Box 3125, Portl&nd,
ore.
~l~F~L-o=N~E~L.,..Y-,-",r-,-it-e-=D-:-o-r"'"l,----,Dac-a,""'v""i,. -;cl0"6:;;0:;;-2----;S,;t-."c'"1a:i1::-r,
Cleveland, Ohlo. (Stamoed envelooe please).
1
1
M:/
0 i ~~o~i~n~: e1t!~~~• ~:~~\:
photos !ntroducUona free. Sealed. Either sex. Send
no m o;1ey. .,\ dd rt'ss !=itaucfarcl Cor. C'l ub . Ora y~la kt.•. 111.
IF YOU WANT A WEALTHY, LOVING WIFE, write
Violet Ra y,;, l> ·• nntsou. 0 010. £ 11clo); e s ta mped e11vel o1ie.
BEST LARGEST MATRIMONIAL CLUB in Country.
Estf;h\lsl1cO 17 Years. Thou c. i.nds " realthy wlsh~1g
Early :Marriage. Confldentlal, Free. The Old Rolla le
C"lub. Mrs. \Yrobe1, Box 26. Onkland. Callf.
MARRY-Free photoiranhs, directory and de,crtutions
or wea lthy members. Pny wh en married. New Pinn
r o.. Dept. 3~. Kamu City . Mo.
WOULD '"OU write • wf'!\ lthy. prt> llY i'irl! (stamp)
Lolo Sproul. St,. JI. Cleveland. 0, -iO
"'h'-'1-"o'-.-===--::;-::::;;;HUNDREDS~ k ·ng° rnftrr ;ag'.e."rt !.ilncere tncJ09e i;t11mP.
Mr~. F . Wlllard. 2928 Bro1tdway, Chtcago, I1Unols.
IF REALLY LONELY, wrlt.e Betty Lee, Tnc. , 4254
nroadway, Ne,v York City, Send stamp. Don't forget
to \'i'r1te l
·
~l:!..F.=!Lc!Oc:.N:,!::-:SccOccM=E,--e-x-:ch:-3-n:-k-:-"-;:jo:-;l;:ly:-;l::et:-;
.t::er::s-:w~lt;;:h:-;be:::;•u;;:tii1,.1,;;,1
l1td les a nd wea.lthv centlemeu. En. Moore, Box 908,

m~~~r~:e. ~::;~\otf~~~

~ii:,

t~~~;~llel~ ~~;,..l~~t!m:~:~~--c-h_•_rm_l,-o_r_m_•-:1-:d-•n-w,--or:::-lh;:$80.00JI. Box 55, Oxford. Florin&.
WHY - e£LONEs0MEc? =-=
c =orr
= es'-no-'--n-:d-wl-;:-;,h-o::,-::ir:--;1;:a:;:dy
mPmben. Names, addrt,<i:S complPte $1.00. Cosmor>O' lt•n Club. Box 423-1, Venice. Calli.
LONELY Little "Flappe,-," tired living alone, Y•T'Y
w e:ii1thy. I dare you writ&! Unity Club , 204 Elm,
~ -i.n Franc1 ~c!!
Oc..-------,----:---- :::-=
DOYOU- WANT d••lr• ble frlendo ond corre,oondentst
\Vrlte c. E . H . New·1on, 605 Or,r nge, Syracu~. N. W.
(En c-lo~ s'!:l.c.•m
= P:..:-l_ _ _ _ _-::----,--,;--=-:-::::=--=::1

""si:

PATENTSI Tn dema!~\"!;~!t,1rucU,o folder free. L~~~nEtJ~T. an-¥01~0 't';::.:=ndd~ii. c~~.IU~-trl'il~x
Lonr experience as pa tent solicitor: prompt advice. To1 eclo. Ohto.;,·,-:-:----:.,---:;::;::-=:--::-::=-- =;;:--=:=:::CorresJ)Ondence sotlcilPd . R esults vrocured. Charges vciuNGLADY. worth S'i0,000 pr-tty, will many.
reas"nable. Metzger. Dept. D , Wa9hington, D. C.
rF.'~te,) Club. R-10 . rtmrrrrnn~c..·~
R~•-"-""-c'c·- --=--:--=PERSONAL
M4RRY= wo-ld.;;-Leadlng Corr~Pond•nco Club fo•
1 y peon~e.
lone
)fftny
rich.
QulC'k
rttt1u1ts. Lists tree.
ASTROLOGY-STARS TELL LIFE'S STORY.
~-n~
blrthdl\te and dime ·for trla.l readJnr. Eddy, Westport Honorable Rfllph Ryc1 P-, 156 ~ tl n Frftnch~<'O.
St.. 3S · 7S. Kansas City, lfo.
SONGWR1TERS
MARRY- Directory free. Ladles and "Gentlemen mite WRITE THE
WORDi FOR A SONG-We comno•• music.
for llooltlet. Sulct ly con fide ntJat. ~attana.1 ~iieney,
!=:ubmff' :,.•our OOflm"I to U"I A.t once. New York Melorly
n ""'" .\ Jr"l flC! IU ("~•T" '\.f n
f'ornontlnn . 40~ Flt,.,,. .. ~M RMi::- . ~tt,~ York.
SIXTH ANl1 ~E:VE"TH ROOKS OF MOSES. F.l!Vntlan
secrPf!. Black ,i,rt. othtr nr• book.."I. Catit 1og frf"e.
TOBACCO HABIT
~ f ft'I"' Bon'k ro
1?R22. 122 FerltTAl S t .. Camrlen . N . :r. TOBACCO or Snut't Habit r ntPi! (')f
no n&y.
$1 tf
iiARRY- R1cH - Ru1'11Teds enx'ou,.
cured.
Remedy sent on t r lo.1.
Descrl otlon 11st
~m,.rba. Co. PC.
free, . Select Club, Deot.. A, Rapid Cl IY, So. Dakota_ Ilalttmore, lid.
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STUART'S PLAPAI • PAIS

25C
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mturaL so afterwards no fw-tlaer 111e for trusses. We
Write nameOD CoUl>OD&ndsen• TODAY.

Plapa1 Co.,

1738

25c
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in 1

Pencll.~~~~1!~~~
knife. ink eruer, pencil
11
cle~!~e~~!cb:O~~ts
petnt. fine compua wlth ecrew
att.&cb.meot, foot rule.

:!irk~~:

UnlTuaal Co., Bos 539 Stamfortl, Conn.

sucoeNfull,- treated

f!mced rac-Slmlll tbemoeln• at llome without
EON liltdal.
8r1ttd PrlL
h!t u volvet-euy to •••r-tae...,n• lve. Awarded.
Gold lled31 and Grand Prllt ProoeN of recovery Is

- • It by t1e11dlDII Trial ot Plapao ab1olutol7

SECRETARY

fREE

Stuart INg., St. l111is, IID.

!fame ................................... .....................

.&ddna ................................... ................ ..
.._., mail wW brln& Fne Trial Plauao•• , ••• ••• , ...... -

$5 to $15 Daily Easy - Introducing New
Style Guaranteed Hosiery. Must wear or
replaced free. No capital or experience required. Just show · samples, write orders.
Your pay in advance. We , deliver and collect. Elegant outfit furnished all colors and
grades including silks, wool and heatbers.
MAC-O-CHEE llllLLS CO., Desk 141111
Cincinnati, Ohio,

LIVING
OSSIFIED MAN
A PUZZLE TO
SClENCE
Tony Medjeski,
of Grand Rapids,
Mich., a puzzle to
science, has not a
movable joint in
his body, has not
moved a fraction
of an inch on his
cot for nine long
years, has been
an invalid for two
decades, and, although facing a
slow and horrible
death, says he
has not enough
time to live to be
unhappy.
For Tony, who
is 42, and one of
the really few ossified men known
to the medical
world, is the personification of op- ·
timism, say attendants at the
hospital here,
where he is a patient.
When Tony was
13 he told his father chills in his
spinal column annoyed him.
At 17 he was
crippled and at
33 he was placed
upon a cot, where
he remains in the
same
position,
Y,ear after year.
Of late his jaws
became
joined,
and a few days
ago a dentist was
called to extract
one of the patient's teeth, that
he might be fed
by use of a tube.
Tony, with
death not
far ~
away, manages to
be happy with it
all.
"Haven't time
to be unhappy,"
he says.

I'

"The Best Hunch I Ever Had!"
4

'lt happened just three years ago.

J..

I was
feeling pretty blue. Pay day had come around
again and the raise I'd hoped for wasn't there. •
It began to look as though I was to spend my
life checking orders at a small salary.
"I picked up a magazine to read. It fell
open at a familiar advertisement, and a coupon
stared me in the face. Month after month for
years I'd been seeing that coupon, but never
until that moment had I thought of it as
meaning anything to me. But this time I
read the advertisement twice--yes, every word/
"Two million men, it said, had made that
coupon the first stepping stone toward success.
In every line of business, men were getting
splendid salaries because they had torn-out that
coupon. Mechanics had become foremen and
superintendents-carpenters had become architects and contractors-clerks like me had become sales, advertising and business managers
because they had used that coupon.
"Suppose that I . . ? What if by studying
al home nights I really could learn to do something besides check: orders? I had a hunch to
6nd out-and then and there I tore out that
coupon, marked it, and mailed it.
"That was the turn in the road for me.
The Schools at Scranton suggested just the
course of training I needed and they worked
with me every hour I had to spare.
"In six months I was in charge of my division.
In a year my salary had been doubled . And I've
llG_cn a;dvanciug ever aince. Today I was appointed

manager of our Western office at $5,000 a Ti•••
Te ring out that coupon three years ago was tho
bes hunch I ever had."
For thirty years, the International Correspondence
Schools have been helping men to win promotion,
to earn · more money, to have happy, prosperous
homea, to get ahead in business and in life.
You, too, can have the position you want in the
work you like best. Yes, you can I All we ask is
the chance to prove it.
Without cost, w ithout obligation, j ust mark and
mail thJs coupon. Do it right now I
- - - - - - - T E A R OUT H E R E - - - - - - INTERNATIONAL CORRESPOND ENCE SCHOOLS
Box 4495 , Scranton, Penna.
Without cos t or obll,ratlon, please tell me how I can Qualify for the

position or in tbe subject bf'J/Or e which I have marked

I
I
•

1111

X:

BUSINESS TRAINING DEPARTMENT
Buslneu Mana1ement
D Salesmanship
Industrial Management
IAdvertLain&
Persennel Oreanizatitta
Better Letters
Traffic Management
Foreign T rade
Buslneas L aw
Stenography and Tn,ln.c
lianklni and Banklnl Law
BusJness Ena:liab
Account ancy (includinc C.P .A. )
Civll Serv ice
Nicholson Coat Accouot1D1
Rnilway Mail Clerk
Bookkeeping
Common School Subject,
Private Secretary
High School Subjects
Buslneu Spa nish
D l'rench
(llustratini:
D Cartoonlna
TECHNICAL AND INDUSTRIAL DEl'ART l! ENT
Electrical
Englneerin&
Architect
E lectric LJchtina
Ulue Print Reading
Mechanical Enelneer
Co.1tractor and Bullde!'
:Mechanlcal Draftsman
Architectural Dra!lsman
Machine Shop P ractice
Conc rete Bui!Jer
Railroad Posttlon1
Structural Ecelneer
Gas E ngi ne Operatln1
Plumbing and Beatln1
Civil Engineer ·
Cbemlatry D PharUiacy
Suneyinc and Mapp1D1
Automobile Work
Metallurey
Navie&tion
Steam Encineerlnc
Acrlculture and Po ultry
Radio
Alrplane Enr!nn
Hatbem1Ue1

I

•

Name .. ........ .. ..... ........ .,. ................................ ...... .................................. ..

Street
e.2e,.2 a
Address ... .... ... ................................................ ............ .. ... ...... ........ .. ..... .

City ................................................ State ... ... ... ............................ ... ..... ~
Occ:upatlon ........................ ...... ... .. .... .. .. ... ................................. .... ...... _
Ptraona re114lno in Oottada 11lovld ,end tAi, eoupon t o the lntttrn ..
lionai Corre,9011dtna, 8t11oth Oanudf an, Limited, Montrord, Cllnada.

--

--

A·G1EN'.JI\S'~

=•

Large Shirt Manufacturer

?i:~ 1:.!-~!r~~~pl.:~~~~.::

Brand. .ExoluaiTepattem1. No capt.
B1tal. or uperlence k'equired.
1'11luea. ~tlrely new Pr<>Poaltl<>u.
Write for fr•• . .111ptes
MADISON SHIRT 00. New Yotk
808 Brood w&y

t'oul' Sldn can be Quickly Cleared of

YOUR vo'1c E
THROW
Under the table, into a

RCJ.Mtpi~~·
body, Enlarged Pores, Oily or Shiny Skin.
WRITE TODAY for my FREE Booklet,
"A CLEAR-TONE SKIN", telling how I cured
myaelf after being afflicted 16 years. St,000 Cold
Cash says I can clear your 1kin of the above blemishes.
Lli,GIIVENS, 186 Chemical Blq., Kansas Cltv, Moo

GOITRE,:-

-

Trunk, down Cellar or
anywhere. bur lessons
VENTRILOQUISM
in
teaches you. wifh our

VENTRILO

(fits in the mouth and
cannot be seen) you
imitate Birds, Animals, etc. without
moving your lips.
'
Thi• outfit and book of
lOKE!l bv maH for lOe,
~ .,~I~
Universal Dist.
Box 262 Stamford, Ot.

Greater Vigor
for Nervous, Rundow~• Men and Women
Taite Nuta-Tone 20 Day• At Our Expen e and
Note How Much Stronger, Steadier and More
Powerful Your Nerve• Are; How Much More
Energetic and Full ol Pep You Feel.

FREE TRIAL PROVES IT!
Nuga-Tone is rich in Phosphorus, the

oua element so necessary for strotli, powerf,ulrec1nerves.
It Is thla particular form of Ph011-

phorus that soothes and quiets Irritated, ahakey,
achey nerves and rejuvenates tho nerves coii-,
trollin11 the vital organism. 'It Is valuable in
nervous disturbances that cause poor memory,
Joas of nerv~• strength, sleeplessne••• mental
del'res,ion, nervous break-down, hysteria,].'euraJalc
pains, or a constantly tired, !.'.worn-out .'. feelliia, '

This excellent preparation also contains a special form of

Iron to make rich, red blood for bulldina firm, healthy muscle and re- ·
storing color and fullness to pale, thin faces, In addition, NUl!'l•'l'one
contains alx other valuable medicines well known to phyaio!ans every:,vheri;_for. their toning; and up.buildin11 lnftuen~ upon the entire body.

.

Nuga-Tone is a doctor's famous prescription and has been prescribed thousand~

of times In the past 3S years with e;reat su&:ess for inactive liver, bilious headache, nau~ea !'nd
11all-trouble. It stimulates healthy activity In the int estinal tract and overcomes constipation1
coated tongue, offensive breath, 9oor digestion, ii:npaired appetite, clears the skin of pimples an<1
, blot ches and instills new life and energy In weak, worn, run-down bodies.

FREE 20.. DAY TREATMENT

Send no money! Just

fill

in and

mail the Coupon below - t hat's all yo11
have to do. Try t h is splendid health-builder at our risk and expense. If Noga-Tone wasn't
such a good preparation we could not afford to let you try it 20 days absolutely free of cost. Send
for your trial treatment n ow - before it slips your mind. Nuga-Tone is also sold by druggists,
and Is absolutely guaranteed to give you entire satisfaction or money refunded. See guar-,
antee on each package • •
• • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • • , 11

30 DAYS' TRIAL COUPON •·••••••••••••••••••••••••

NATIONAL LABORATORY DEP. EB- . 36 "1018 s. Wabash Ave., Chlcaao.
GENTLEMEN: Please send me FREE OF ALL COST, POSTAGE PREPAID, a 30 days' trial
treatment of Nuga-Tone with the understanding I will take it 20 days and if benefited pay )JOU
,$1.00, _ If not benefited, I will return tho remainder of the package and I owe you notbini,

'Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

a No.-or R. F. D. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - Cit, _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

St.

$15,000,000
SHIPS USED
AS TARGETS

Having found
no buyers for the
great group of
battleships which -,
the · Washington
deConference
creed should, be
scrapped, Great
Britain is using
the monsters as
targets for the
gunners of the
Royal Navy.
Thu nde.rer,
-ConMonarch,
queror, Colossus,
Lion, Ajax, Cen·t u ri on, King
George V, Princess Royal, Erin
and ·orion, monsters of 20,000 or
more tons, once
the pride of the
seven seas, are
all doomed.
The navy is
now engaged in a
series of target
tests on the famous battleships
Agamemnon and
Superb to determine how a direct
hit can be prevented from passing from the ter•
ret down the ammunition tube.
In the Battle of
Jutland, Invinci-•
ble, Indefatigable
and Queen Mary
blew up because
of a flash passing
from the ammunition tube ,to the
magazine below.
sloop
The
Snapdragon ni responsible for taking motion pictures of what
happens to the
targets and at.
times she runs
the risk of being
hit by the monster armor-piercing projectiles

I

•zsoo

For the Capture ol An Unknown Man

Twice he had enteted the St. Clair Mansion.
What was he after? Who? What was in
danger?
Berteau, the famous detective, had warned St. Clair

that the myateriou• marauder would com• a1ain.

And now - a noise in the passage! The creak of an
opening door. A shot in the dark! A capture!
Is this wounded stranger the mysterious intruder? Who
could tell? Yet Berteau identified the man without
hesitation and won the $2500 reward.
How did he do it? Easy enough for the Finger Print
Expert. He is the specialist, the leader, the cr,am of
detectives. Every day's paper tells their wonderful
exploits in solving mysterious crimes and convicting
dani:erous criminals.

Course in
Secret Service

More Trained Men Needed
The demand for trained men by governments, states,
cities, detective agencies, corporations, and private
bureaus is becoming greater every day. · Here is a real
opportunity for YOU. Can you imagine a more fascinating -1e of work than this? Often life and death
depend trpon finger print evidence-and big rewards
go to the expert. Many experts can earn regularly
from $3,000 to $10,000 per year.

Learn at Home in Spare Time
And now you can learn the secrets of this science at
borne in your spare time. Any man with common
school education and average ability can become a
Finger Print Detective in a su-rprisingly short time.

,....................................................,........................................

For a limited time we are making a special offer of a

Prol•••ional Fi~er Print Outfit# ab•olutaly Free.

and Fr•e Coar•• in Sif!cret Seruic.• lntelli,ence.
Mastery of these two kindred professions will open a
brilliant career for you.
Writ,, quickly for folly illnstrated free book on Flnirer Printa
which explains this wonderlul trafnfnafr.detafl. Don't wait until
tbi11 offer h• a expired- mail the coupon now . You may oe vereee
tb ia announ.::ement agai11! You a.Hume no oblhration-you he.ve
ev~rythine to gain and nothin~ to lose. Write at onco-uddre11

University of Applied Science
Dept, 109.9

Nam. ... .......................•...........••......••......••........•
Stt-•ct Actdr,u .. . , , . . , , . .. , , .. , , , , , , , ,. ,,, , . , ,. , , . , , , , .. , ... •••• •~••

1920 Sunnyside Ave., Chlca~o, Illlnola
C"tt11 a.nd StGtt . •••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••••• ••••••••••••••••••••

OUR TEN-CENT HAND BOOKS

WILD WEST WEEKLY
LATEST ISSUES - 1010 Young Wild West and the Cactus Queen; or, '.!.'he
Bandits or the Sand Hills.
1011 '' In Death Canyon; or, Arletta and the Mad _
Miner.
1012 " Crack Cavalry; or, The Shot That Won the Day.
1013 " After an Asoassin; or, Arietta and the Toughs.
1014 " Shot in the Dark; or, Winning His Weight
In Gold.
101:i " and the Hold Up Men; or, How Arletta Paid
Her Ransom.
1016 " Arizona Round-Up; or, · Catching the Cattle
Crooks.
1017 " Promise; or, Arletta and the Blue Mark.
1018 " As Avenger; or, 'rhe Vigilants' Mistake.
1019 " After the Death Dealers; or, A Hot Fight in
the Gulch.
1020 " Defying the Blackfeet; or, Arletta and the Mysterious Canoe.
1021 · " Going the Limit; or, The "Shin-Dig''. at Show
Down.
1022 " Condemned to Death; or, Arietta's Prairie Race.
1024 " Caught by Comanches; or, Arletta Daring Death.
1025 " Showin~ Uf. a Sherltr; or, The Right Man On a
Wrong 'Ira! .
1026 " Reckless Ride; or, Arletta's Hairbreadth Escape.
1027 " and the Cowboy Sports; or, Fun and Fighting
on the Range.
1028 " Raiding the Redskins; or, Arletta and the
Apache Trap.
1029 " Whooping It Up; or, The Cowboy Carnival at
Crooked Creek.
1030 " Dagger Duel; or Arletta and the Mexican
Bandits.
1031 " Quickest Shot; or, The Desperad-0es of Dia.
mond Dive.
1032 " and the Death Mine; or, Arletta Bluf!'ing- the
Claim Jumpers.
1033 " Saving the "Seventh"; or, The Fight at Red ·
th
·
Ravine.
e
1034 " Greaser Shake-Up; or, Arletta Standln
·
Test.
'C.•<li'B
Bandit
The
or,
1035 " Tralling a "Terror";
Last Chance,
eath
1036 " Saving His Scalp; or, Arietta and the
D u d e •s D ue1
Trail.
The
or,
1037 " Teaching a Tenderfoot;
With the Desperado.
Rustlers; or, Ariptta's Long
1038 "

r-rt.

R~:~~! s~1.

GrillLng the Gold Grabbers; or, The "ShootUp" at Shooker.
Cowboy Challenge; or, Arletta's Good, Guess.
Mysterious Enemies; or, The Sign of the Silver
Seven.
1042 " Saving the Stagecoach; or, How Arietta Trapped
the Road Agents.
1043 " and "Mesquite Monte"; or, The Wor~;..Greaser
•
in Arizona1044 " Defending the Camp; or, Arletta and the
,
Masked Raiders.
1045 " and the Cherokee Chief; or, The Redskins Last
'
Fight.
1046 " Shower- of Gold; or, Arietta'e Lucky Blip. ·
10-17 " as a Scout· or Saving the Emigrant '.J:rain.
1048 " Running t11'e Rruich; or, Arletta's Game Fight.
1049 " and "Cbapparal Chick"; oa.-, The Bandits or
the Foothills.
For sale by all newsdealers, or wlll be sent to any
address on receipt of price, 7c per copy, In money or
»oata&'e stamps, by
HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher, Ino.,
New York Cit,'
161 West 23d Street,
1039

"

1040 "
1041 "

HOW TO
SCENARIOS WRITE
THEM
. Price 811 Oenta Per Copy
This book contains all the most recent chances In the
method of construction and submission of scenarios.
Sixty Lessons, covering every phase of scenario writing. For sale by all Newsdealers and Bookstores.
It you cannot procure a copy, send ua the price,
81! cents, in money or postage stamps, and we will
mail you one, postage free. Addre11
L, SENAB.ENS, 219 Seventh Ave., New York, N, V.

Useful, Instruc!in and Amu1ing. They Contain
Valuable Informatiou on Almost Every Subject
No, 46. H_OW TO MAKE AND USE ELECTRICITY,
-A description of the wonderful uses of electricity and
electro magnetism; together with full instructions for
making Electric Toys, Batteries, etc. By George Trebel ,
' ""'"'
A. M., M. D. Containing QVer fifty illustrations.
No, ~8.

HOW TO' BUILD AND SAIL CANOES. -

A -

handy book for boys, containing full directions for constructing canoes and the most popular manner of sailing them. Fully mustrated.
N~. 49, HOW TO_ DE;BATE.-Giving rules tor conduct:'-Ilg debates, outlmes for debates, questions tor discussion and the best sources for procuring information
on the questions given.
No. 60, HOW ~·o STUFF BIRDS AND ANI!11A.LS
A valuable bo~k, giving instructions in collectiqig, pre:
fn~ri~t!'. mountmg and preserving birds, animals an~

!'o. 61, HOW_TO DO TRICKS WITH CA.RDS,-Contaming explanations ot the general principles of sleightor-hand applicable to card tricks; of card tricks with
or_qinary cards, and not requiring sleight-of-hand; ot
tricks involving sleight-of-hand, or the use of specially
prepared cards. Illustrated.
. No, Ii:!, RO~V TO WRITE LETTERS,-A wonderful
little book, telling you how to write to your sweetheart
your father, mother, sister, brother, employer: and ui
tact, everybody and anybody you wish to write to.
No. 64.

ROW TO KEEP AND .MANAGE PETS

Giving complete information as to the manner a~
method of raising, keeping, taming, breeding and managing all kinds or pets; also giving full instructions for
tlg~;_es, etc. Fully explained by twenty-eight

fl\~l~i~f
~?•

liO.

ROW TO_ BECOl\IE AN ENGINEER.-Con-

tarn1ng full mstructions how to become a locomotive
e!lgmeer; alsu directions for building a model locomotive_; together with a full description of everything an
engmeer should know.
No. 58, HOW TO BE A. DETECTIVE.-By Old King
Brady, the well-known detective. In which he lays down
some valuable rules for beginners, and also relates some
adventures of well-known detectives.
No, _60,-HOW TO BECOlllE A. PROTOGRA.PHER,-

Contallllllg useful rnformation regarding the Camera and
how to work it; also bow to make Photographic .Magic
Lantern Slides and other Transparencies. Handsomely
mustrated.
No, 6~.

ROW TO_ll1A.~E ELECTRICAL lllACHINES,

~onta1;11ing full d1_rect1ons for Jl!aking electrical machmes, mduction coils, dynamos and many novel toys
mu~ir:t:led by electricity. By B. A. R. Bennett. Fully
No. 65. MULDOON'S JOKES, -The most original
joke book ever published, and it ls brimful ot wit and
humor. It contains a large collection of songs jokes
conundrums, etc., o~ Terrence Muldoon, the great wit•
•
humorist and practical joker or the day.
No. 66. HOW TO DO PUZZLES. - Containing OVe.1' '0
three hundred interesting puzzles and conundrums With
key to same. A complete book. . Fully illustrut~d.
No. 67. HOW TO DO ELECTRICAL TRICKS,-Con•
taining a large collection of instructive and highly
amusing electrical tricks, together with illustrations.
•
By A. Anderson.
No. 68. · How TO DO OHEMICAL TRICKS,-Coninstrucand
talning over one hundred highly amusing
tive tricks with chemicals. By A. Anderson. Hand•
eomely illustrated.
No. 74, ROW TO WRITE LETTERS CORRECTLY
-Containing full instructions for writing letters oii •
almost any subject; also rules for punctuation and
composition, with specimen letters.
No. 76. HOW TO TELL FORTUNES By THE HAND.
-Containing rules for telling fortunes by the aid ot
lines of the hand, or the secret of palmistry, Also
the secret of telling future even ts by aid or moles,
marks, scars, etc, Illustrated .
No. 77. HOW TO DO FORTY TRICKS WITH
CA.RDS. - Containing deceptive Card Tricklf as pel'...,_
formed by leading conjurers and magicians. Arrang<ld
for home amusement. Fully illustrated.
For sale by all newsdealer& or will be sent to IUlJ'
address on receipt of price, 10 cents per copy, in mono
or postage stamps. by

HARRY E. WOLFF, Publisher~ Inc.,

Radio Course

FREE

Be

a

Certificated

Electrical Expert
You, Too, Can Leam
To- Boss This Job

.ul

l't,

1B

\all•

tor

.lght

.e .

"ELECTRICAL EXPEN.TS" Earn $12 to $30 a Day
What's YOUR Future?

Trained "Electrical Experts"' are in great dem&nd at the b.igbelt salaries, and the oppartunltles for advancement and a
thJ.1 Una are the &Te&test ever known.
"Electrical Experts" eam $70 to $200 a week. Flt yourself tor one of ,bese big paying positions

bt,

succes1 1n

Be an "Electrical Expert"

Tod.&7 Men the ordinary electrician-the "!crew driver•• kind is making mon ey-big money. But 1t•a the trained man-the man who
11:nowa the l\·hys and wherefores of Electricity-the "'Eleculc&l Expert -wllo is picked out to "' bo:a" ordloa.ry electricians-to bosii
bl& ,Jobs-the jobs that pay.
0

$3,500 ttr~i., $10,000 a Year

Get tn llne for one of these "'Big Jobs'" by enrolliDI nor
Home Btud7 Course in Practical Eleclrid(J.

for my casil.y-Jea.rncd, c:i.uicklY-graspod, ri~ht -up-to-tbe--mlnute, B1>ue-Ttme

.

Age or Lack of Experience No Di-aw-back

You don't hue to be a Colle11e Man; you don't have to b• & High School graduate. My Course in ElectrlcltJ I• ~ ruoot simple,
thorousb. and successful in existence. and offers e,ery man, ·regardless of age, e<lucaUon. or previous eJ.perience, the chance to become.,
Ill & very short t.im o. an "'Electrical Expert." able to make from $70 to $200 a week.

I Give You a Real Training

A.I Chief Ecrineer of the Chicago Engineering Works I know exactly the kind of' training a man needs to get tho best ~lUons at the
blah•t a&laries. Hundreds of m:, studenla are now earnlllll $3,500 to $10,000. Many aro now succossrul ELECTRICAL CONTBA.'C'J:PBS.

Satisfaction Guaranteed

So sure am I that you can learn Electricity-so sure am I that after studying _with me. you, too. can get into the ' 'big money..
electrical work. that I will guarantee under bond to re1urn Mery s 1nglo penny paJ d me in tuition, it, when you have fillished m,

you are not satiatlcd it was the best innst.ment. you ever made.

FREE-Electrical Working Outfit-FREE

I abe each student a Splendid Outfit of Electrical Too1s, Materials antl Measur ln it Jnslruments absolutely FREE. I also furnish
wltb &ll .supplies. examination paper, and man., olbcr lhinp that o th er schooJs don 't furni sh. You do PRACTICAL work-AT HO.
You start right in afler th o first few lessons to WORK AT YOUR P i
FESSION in a practical way.

~~~;E~ ;h;:;;;;;~.::--c;;;c:g;; ;:g7n:,:,-w-:,;:.,7
Dept. 209, 2150 Lawrence Avo., Chicago, Ill,
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~=1Jlrritr!~ ~s1: ,.:!r No}~':w!~eit~~l~~o"!
~~~:! I
obll&aUon on lllJ' Part.
I

..t..n Electrical Expert."'

Name ........... .. .... . ..... . ......... . .. . ....... . ..... (

Ad4r- .... .... ... ...... .... . ..... ... .. .. ...... ... ...

I

• , . ..... .. .......... . .... . ... ... .. . .. ..... ..... . .......

I

·-OD•

rue•

tnd•
LY.
OD

1

tnd

SA VE $45.S0 BY ENROLLING NOW

can sa"9e $45.50 in tuition by enroJling no\9. Let me send you full
parlicula.rs of my great Special Offer. and my Free booklet on ..How to
Decome An Electrical Expert.''
L L . COOKE, CHIEF ENGINEER

CHICAGO ENGINEERING WORKS
Deot. 209.

Incorporated
2150 Lawrence Ave ..

1

Chicago, Ill .

The"Cooke'Trained Man is the 'Blg Pay"Man

)._'....

ed

